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The government insures multiemployer pension plan ben- 
efits through the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation. 
The Multiemployer Pension Plan Amendments Act of 1980 
changed funding provisions to improve plan financing 
because of concern that the plans could place large claims 
on the insurance program. GAO found that the provisions 
would generally have little effect on plan financial con- 
dition or employers contributing to the plans. 

GAO found that 14 of 149 plans it examined were fi- 
nancially distressed and could pose risk to the govern- 
ment’s insurance program amounting to billionsof dollars. 
The act’s provisions for improving the financial condition of 
such distressed plans, however, may not be adequate. 
Based on GAO’s application of the provisions, 9 of the 14 
distressed plans would have been allowed to reduce rather 
than increase their financial contributions because actual 
employer contributions exceeded requirements. Be- 
cause of the potential risk distressed plans pose to the 
program, GAO asks the Congress to consider changing the 
provisions so that the plans will be required to at least 
maintain contributions more in line with what employers 
already contribute. 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S THE 1980 MULTIEMPLOYER 
REPORT TO THE CGNGRBSS PENSION PLAN AMENDMENTS 

ACT: AN ASSE'S$sMENT 
FUNDING RE:QUIRE,ME,NT 

OF 
CHANGES 

DIGEST wee-&m- 

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
(ERISA) was the first comprehensive federal legis- 
lation passed to protect the rights of participants 
in private p#nension plans. To help achieve this 
objective, ERISA established funding standards for 
multiemployer defined b'enefit plans. Multiemployer 
plans are generally those established and main- 
tained through collective bargaining agreements 
between one or mire employee organizations and more 
than one employer. Defined benefit plans are those 
which provide specified benefits based on such fac- 
tors as years of employment, retirement age, and 
compensation received. 

ERISA's funding standards, administered by the In- 
ternal Revenue Service (IRS), are intended to 
better ensure that plans accumulate enough assets 
to pay pension benefits. Further, ERISA created an 
insurance program, administered by the Pension 
Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC), to guarantee 
payment of certain benefits in the event of plan 
termination. (See,pp. 1 and 3.) 

CHANGES MADE TO MULTIEMPLOYER 
PLAN FUNDING STANDARDS 

Because of concern about the adequacy of multi- 
employer plan funding and the sizable claims in- 
solvent plans could place on the insurance program, 
the Congress delayed full insurance coverage for 
the plans. The Multiemployer Pension Plan Amend- 
ments Act of 1980 (MPPAA) was enacted to reduce the 
risk of claims against the insurance program and to 
strengthen multiemployer plan funding. 

MPPAA (1) revised ERISA and Internal Revenue Code 
minimum funding provisions to require faster pay- 
ment, through employer contributions, of increases 
in unfunded liabilities--pension obligations not 
covered by existing assets--and (2) added special 
provisions to identify and improve the condition of 
financially distressed plans--those representing 
the greatest risk to the insurance program. (See 
pp. 2 to 5.) 
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GAG REQUIRED TO STUDY 
EFFECTH OF MPPAA 

MPFAA requires GAO to study and report by 
June 30, 1985, the effects of its provisions on 
participants, employers, employee organizations, 
and others. This report, which addresses the 
effects of funding changes, is one in a series 
of reports in response to that mandate. (See 
pp. 5 and'6.) 

GAO based this study on data obtained from a 
randomly selected, stratified sample of 149 
multiemployer plans administered in 14 states 
and the District of Columbia. These plans, with 
about 3.5 million participants, were selected 
from a universe of 1,924 plans with 8.3 million 
participants. 

At the time of GAO's review, federal regulations 
had not been issued by IRS on the act's dis- 
tressed plan provisions and not enough time had 
passed to permit an evaluation of the overall 
long-term effects of the funding changes. As of 
February 1985, federal regulations were still 
being developed. Therefore, to be responsive to 
MPPAA's reporting requirements, GAO generally 
assessed the potential rather than actual ef- 
fects of the act's funding provisions based on 
circumstances of plans in the sample at the time 
of the review. GAO also considered the views of 
IRS and PBGC officials regarding the act's fund- 
ing provisions to help ensure consistency in 
interpretation. (See pp. 6 to 10.) 

MPPAA'S REQUIREMENT FOR FASTER 
PAYMENT OF UNFUNDED LIABILITY 
SHOULD HAVE FEW SIGNIFICANT 
EFFECTS ON PLANS AND EMPLOYERS 

The regular funding provisions established by 
ERISA set out procedures for determining annual 
plan costs which include the amount to amortize 
(pay for) unfunded liabilities. Annual plan 
costs are required to be paid through employer 
contributions. Contribution surpluses, which 
result from previous contributions being greater 
than required, can be used to offset annual 
contribution requirements. 
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MPPAA increased the speed with which plans must 
pay for certain increases in unfundedVliability, 
such as' those resulting from plan benefit im- 
plWVem@~t~* PaaSter payment was considered nec- 
essary to heLp,malntain plan financial health 
and to keep financially weak plans from getting 
weaker * 10 essenCe 8 this would tend to increase 
annual plan costs. (See pp. 11, 12, and 15.) 

GAO found that the liabilities that must be paid 
faster can b'e large, but they nevertheless re- 
sult in'relatively small increases in annual 
plan costs when compared to the total amount of 
unfunded liabilities and annual plan costs. GAO 
also found that employer contribution surpluses 
have generally been sufficient to cover initial 
cost increases. (See PP. 11 and 16.) 

For example, 22 of GAO's sample plans had $863 
million of new unfunded liabilities in plan year 
1981 that had to be paid faster. However, the 
resulting incremental increases in annual plan 
costs totaled only $5.2 million, or an average 
of lees than 1 percent of total annual plan 
costs of about $619 million. The incremental 
increase for individual plans ranged from 0.07 
to 3.4 percent. (See PP. 12 and 13.) 

As plans continue to incur increases in unfunded 
liabilities, the amounts subject to MPPAA's 
faster payment requirements could become more 
significant as newly arising liabilities must be 
amortized and added to those already being amor- 
tized. GAO estimates the new requirements 
could, over the long term, add about 5.5 percent 
to required employer contributions under plan 
circumstances at the time of its review. (See 
pp. 13 and 14.) 

Because surpluses can be used to offset higher 
annual costs, increased employer contributions 
will not be required until plan cost increases 
exceed the sum of actual contributions and sur- 
pluses. All but 1 of the 149 sample plans had 
surpluses. Further, 21 of the 22 plans that had 
cost increases because of MPPAA's faster payment 
requirements had surpluses sufficient to cover 
the increases for 7 or more years. (See pp. 15 
and 16.) 
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The posskb~klity that financially distressed 
multiemployer plans could place significant 
liability on the insurance program was a major 
considerati.on that influenced MPPA?i's plan fund- 
ing changes. (See pp. 18 and 27.) 

Although GAO found that most of the 149 plans 
were in adequate financial condition, 14 were 
distressed under criteria GAO developed. These 
plans could not, in GAO's opinion, withstand ad- 
verse events I such as declines in assets and the 
number of working participants (who generate 
plan contributions), for short periods without 
posing a substantial risk to the insurance pro- 
gram. (See pp. 18 to 22.) 

The financially distressed plans had about 
638,OOlO participants and $3.7 billion in un- 
funded vested benefits--benefits not covered by 
assets to which participants have a nonforfeit- 
able right. These benefits were generally guar- 
anteed by PBGC's insurance program, which had 
program assets of about $25 million in excess of 
claims at the end of fiscal year 1983. As a re- 
sukt , the $3.7 billion in unfunded benefits was 
about 149 times program assets available to pay 
new claims. (See pp. 25 and 26.) 

The 135 plans that GAO believed to be in ade- 
quate financial condition had about 2.9 million 
participants and unfunded vested benefits of 
about $7 billion. Although most of the 135 
plans showed signs of good financial condition, 
some were financially weak and could become dis- 
tressed if their financial condition deterio- 
rates. (See pp. 19, 23 to 25, and 27.) 

REORGANIZATION PROVISIONS MAY --1--11---11-11-11-1_1-1--11- 
NOT IMPROVE DISTRESSED PLANS ---I-I---LII-III-1-I1-11-------- 

MPPAA established plan reorganization provisions 
to reduce the significant financial liability 
distressed plans could impose on the insurance 
program. The plan reorganization concept recog- 
nizes that financially distressed plans need to 
be identified and take action (generally in- 
crease employer contributions) to improve their 
financial condition. (See pp. 28 and 30.1 
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$szxJanization provisions LYIII,wI-II mIMLI-ll...- 

In general, MPPAA considers a plan to be dis- 
tressed when the annual cost under ERIS'A's 
regular funding provisions is not sufficient to 
pay for a plan's unfunded vested benefits at a 
special fL&nding rate. The s'pecial rate is the 
amount needed to amortize the plan's unfunded 
vested benefits for retirees over 10 years and 
other participants' (generally those working) 
over 25 years. When this occurs, employer con- 
trib~utions to the distressed plans are generally 
required, when fe'asible, to' be sufficient to 
meet the s'pecial rate. The act, however, limits 
annual increases and provides other ways, such 
as authority fo'r IRS to waive increases, to re- 
lieve employers from being subjected to a sub- 
stantial busines's hardship. (See pp. 29 to 33,) 

Reoryaniaation Jilrovisions allow --I- ----."'1~"". l-L-l---------- 
;glans' to r~rduoe rather than --L--l---T----7--------~-- 
increase financial contributions --I-LLII-L-I-II1--I-_--1------------ 

When applied to the 149 sample plans, the MPPAA 
reorganization provisions would not have identi- 
fied 5 o'f the 14 plans that GAO independently 
found to be distressed. Because four of these 
five plans were receiving employer contributions 
about 4 to 32 percent greater than annual plan 
cost under the regular funding provisions, they 
could reduce contributions. For eight of the 
nine plans identified by MPPAA, the provisions 
would have required contributions greater than 
annual plan cost under the regular provisions. 
Five of these eight plans, however, could have 
reduced employer contributions from between 8 
and 34 percent because contributions were higher 
than required by the reorganization provisions. 
In other words, most of the distressed plans 
contributed more money than required by the law 
to reduce the'ir unfunded benefits. (See pp. 34 
to 40.1 

In summary, the provisions would not have (1) 
identified 5 of the 14 distressed plans and 
(2) precluded 9 of them from reducing rather 
than increasing their financial contributions. 
Because of the potential adverse impact dis- 
tres'sed plans could have on the insurance pro- 
gram, GAO questions whether these plans should 
be allowed to substantially reduce contribu- 
tions. Therefore, GAO tested ways to change the 
existing reorganization provisions to help en- 
sure that plans maintain contribution levels in 
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line with what they are receiving, (See ppe 28, 
29, 451 and 46.) 

Al ternati~~s fm lenhancizg 111-1-111~ 
recrrqbll~~-$'a~~~~-~~~~~~~cms --L~-*IIIImIyuII le(ll-*L-LI' 

GAO found that amortizing working participants' 
unfunmded benefits over 15 rather than the 25 
years as now required by MPPAA would increase 
the s;pecria4, contribtition rate enough to Cl) 
identify more distress'ed plans and (2) require 
more of them t@r either increase contributions or 
miintain a higher level of contributions than 
would be reqzlired under the current law. 

A higher special rate could result in some fi- 
nancially adequate but weak plans being identi- 
fied as distressed and required to increase con- 
tributions. Whether or not the plans identified 
are distressed, the contribution increase relief 
features of the reorganization provisions should 
help to prevent unduly burdensome increases on 
employers. (See pp. 40 to 45.1 

GAO explored the option of reducing the amorti- 
zation period for active participants' unfunded 
benefits further to 10 years, but found this 
would result in too many nondistressed plans 
being categorized as distressed and may result 
in appreciably higher contribution rates for 
distressed plans, which could seriously burden 
contributing employers. (See p. 45.) 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION 1-11-----11--111---1_-I- 
BY THE CONGRESS Ill-..ml-.mel-l-LII 

The Congress may want to amend ERISA and the 
Internal Revenue Code to require the special 
contribution rate under the reorganization pro- 
visions to be calculated using 15 rather than 
25 years for amortizing the unfunded vested 
benefits of working participants. (See p. 47.) 

AGENCY COMMENTS m--I-I...III--LL- 

PBGC commented that effective funding standards 
are indispensable if the insurance programs ad- 
ministered by PBGC are to be financially viable 
and that GAO's analysis should be useful to mem- 
bers of Congress in ascertaining whether MPPAA 
is accomplishing its purpose of averting the in- 
solvency of weakly funded plans. The Department 
of Labor and IRS advised GAO that they had no 
comments on the report. (See p. 48.) 
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ILLUSTRATION LL-...--I---L- 

Sample pEanr~# in adequate and distressed 
cial ccondlitian and the participants and 
funded vested benefits in each category 

ABRREVIATIONS -II...I-LILI--- 

ERISA Employee Retirement Income Security Act 

GAO General Accounting Office 

IRS Internal Revenue Service 

finan- 
un- 

19 

of 1974 

MPPAA Multiemployer Pension Plan Amendments Act of 1980 

PBGC Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 



GLOSSARY 

The amount, including interest, by which a 
plan's prior years' contributions have been 
below the amounts required by minimum fund- 
ing provisions. 

Accumulated 
funding 
deficiency 

Actuarial 
assumptions 

Actuarial 
cost method 

Actuarial gain 
or loss 

Actuarial 
liability 

Actuarial 
valuation 

Annual plan 
cost 

Collective 
bargaining 
agreement 

Credit balance 

A prediction of future conditions affecting 
pension cost: for example, mortality rate, 
employee turnover, compensation levels, in- 
ves'tment earnings, etc. 

A procedure that uses actuarial assumptions 
to measure the present value of future pen- 
sion benefits and pension fund administra- 
tive expense and which allocates the cost of 
such benefits and expenses to time periods. 

A measure of the difference between a plan's 
actual experience and that expected based on 
actuarial assumptions. 

Pension cost attributable, under the actuar- 
ial cost method in use, to years before the 
date of a particular actuarial valuation. 
As of such date, the actuarial liability 
represents the excess of the present value 
of the future benefits and administrative 
expenses over the present value of future 
normal cost for all plan participants and 
beneficiaries. The excess of the actuarial 
liability over the value of the assets of a 
pension plan is the unfunded actuarial 
liability. 

The determination, as of the valuation date, 
of the normal cost, actuarial liability, 
value of assets, and related present values 
for a pension plan. 

The cost that has to be paid by current year 
employer contributions or offset by funding 
surpluses. 

A contract negotiated between an employee 
organization (e.g., union) and employers to 
establish such things as wages, working 
hours, and pension contribution levels. 

See funding surplus. 



Pi\st 
service 
liability 

Plan 
year 

Present 
value 
(actuarially 
estimated 
value) 

A term that is sometimes used to refer to 
the actuarial liability that exists when the 
pension plan in question is established. It 
may also be used to mean an increase in the 
actuarial liability due to an amendment in- 
creasing past service benefits or synony- 
mously with actuarial liability at the ac- 
tuarial valuation date. 

The la-month period (fiscal year or calendar 
year) used by a plan for record keeping and 
reporting. A plan year is designated or 
named based on the calendar year in which it 
begins; for example, a plan year running 
from October 1, 1981, through September 30, 
1982, would be designated as plan year 1981. 

The current worth of an amount or series of 
amounts payable or receivable in the future. 
Present value is determined by discounting 
the future amount or amounts at a predeter- 
mined rate of interest. In pension plan 
valuations, actuaries often combine arith- 
metic factors representing probability 
(e.g., mortality, withdrawal, future com- 
pensation levels) with arithmetic factors 
representing discount (interest). Conse- 
quently, to actuaries, determining the pre- 
sent value of future pension benefits may 
mean applying factors of both types. 

Reorganization Under MPPAA, reorganization describes the 
legal status of a plan identified by the 
reorganization index as financially dis- 
tressed and required to take prescribed 
measures intended to stabilize or improve 
the plan's condition. 

anfunded The excess of the actuarial liability over 
actuarial the value of the assets of a pension plan. 
liability (See actuarial liability.) 

Unfunded 
vested 
benefits 

The excess of a plan's vested benefits over 
its assets. 
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Defined benefit 
pension plan 

Funding 
standard 
account 

Funding 
surplus 

Guaranteed 
benefits 

Minimum ' 
contribution 
requirement 

Minimum funding 
standards 

Net charge to 
the funding 
standard account 

Normal 
cost 

Past 
service 
benefits 

A plan that generally provides definitely 
determinable benefits based on such factors 
as years of employment, retirem,ent age, and 
compensation received. 

A special account that each plan must main- 
tain from year to year to demons#trate the 
extent to which the plan is meeting, exceed- 
ing, or falling below minimum funding stand- 
ards. 

The amount, including interest, by which a 
plan's prior years' contributions have been 
ab'ove the amounts required by minimum fund- 
ing provisions. 

The benefits eligible to be paid by the PBGC 
insurance program to participants of termi- 
nated plans. 

A special minimum funding standard intended 
to help plans identified as distressed by 
the reorganization provisions improve their 
financial condition without creating a sub- 
stantial business hardship on contributing 
employers. 

E:RISA and Internal Revenue Code provisions 
governing the minimum annual contributions a 
plan must receive and the specific elements 
of pension plan costs which must be covered 
by those contributions. 

The contributions required to exactly meet 
the annual plan cost, ignoring any account 
surplus or funding deficiency. 

The portion, as determined under an accept- 
able actuarial cost method, of the present 
value of future pension plan benefits and 
expenses which is attributed to the current 
plan year. 

Benefits attributable to service before the 
actuarial valuation date. These benefits 
include, but are not limited to, benefits 
for service before inception of the plan. 
This term may also be used to mean only the 
benefits credited for service before the 
inception of the plan. 





Vested 
(vesting) 

A plan must provide that participants will, 
after meeting certain requirements, retain a 
right to the benefits they have earned, or 
some portion of them, even though their 
service with the employer terminates before 
retirement. A participant who has met such 
requirements is said to have a vested right. 

Vested 
benefits 

The present value of benefits to which plan 
participants have a nonforfeitable right. 
This term is synonymous with the term 
"vested liability" as defined in ERISA. 

Vested 
benefits 
charge 

An element of the reorganization index equal 
to the annual installments necessary to 
amortize a plan's unfunded vested benefits 
as prescribed by MPPAA. 
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CHAPTER 1 

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
(ERISA), Public Law 93-406, was the first comprehensive federal 
legislation designed to promote and protect employee benefits 
under private pension plans. Two major features of ERISA were 
the establishment of (1) rules (called minimum funding stand- 
ards) for determining minimum annual employer contributions to 
plans and (2) self-financing insurance programs to guarantee the 
payment bf certain benefits to participants in defined benefit 
pension plans 1 that terminate without enough assets to pay the 
benefits. 

The/'Multiemployer Pension Plan Amendments Act of 1980 
(MPPAA), Public Law 96-364,,/ was enacted on September 26, 1980. 
It made comprehensive modifications to ERISA and Internal Rev- 
enue Code provisions relating to multiemployer defined benefit 
pension plans (hereafter referred to as multiemployer plans).2 
Its purposes were to provide reasonable protection to partici- 
pants and beneficiaries of financially troubled multiemployer 
plans, provide a financially self-sufficient insurance program, 
and encourage plan continuation. 

MPPAA's changes to ERISA's minimum funding standards were 
intended to ensure sounder funding of plans in general, with 
special emphasis on improving the condition of financially 
troubled plans. MPPAA requires us to study its effects. This 
report deals with that part of our study related to changes 
MPPAA made to the minimum funding standards. 

IDefined benefit pension plans generally provide definitely 
determinable benefits based on such factors as years of employ- 
ment, retirement age, and compensation received. A glossary of 
technical terms used in this report is presented after the 
table of contents. 

*Separate termination insurance programs exist for single em- 
ployer and multiemployer defined benefit pension plans. Single 
employer plans are generally those plans maintained by a single 
employer or employer organization. Multiemployer plans are 
generally those plans maintained pursuant to one or more col- 
lective bargaining agreements between one or more employee 
organizations and more than one employer. The matters dis- 
cussed in this report involve only multiemployer plans. 

1 



MULTIEMPLOYER PLANS 

Multiemployer plans are relatively few in number, but they 
cover a large number of participants. According to the Pension 
Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC), about 2,500 multiemployer 
plans with ab'out 8. 

3 
million participants paid insurance pre- 

miums for plan year 1982. Premiums paid to PBGC by ongoing 
plans help finance guaranteed benefits that cannot be paid by 
terminated or insolvent plans. Although multiemployer plans 
represent on3y about 2 percent of the 111,000 plans paying in- 
surance program premiums, they cover about 23 percent of the 
38 million total participants. 

A joint board of trustees administers each multiemployer 
plan. Employers and employees generally have equal representa- 
tion on the board. The trustees usually determine the types and 
amounts of plan benefits, as well as eligibility requirements. 
Employers' obligations to contribute to the plans and how em- 
ployer contributions will be determined are established in col- 
lective bargaining agreements. Because benefit eligibility 
under multiemployer plans is usually based on employment with 
any employer contributing to that plan, workers accumulate pen- 
sion credits even though they might change employment from one 
contributing employer to another. 

Multiemployer plans usually cover employees working within 
an industry or craft in a specified geographical area. Plans 
are classified, however, according to the industry predominantly 
represented by their contributing employers. The major indus- 
tries include construction; manufacturing; transportation, com- 
munication, and utilities; and wholesale and retail trades. 

REASONS FOR ERISA'S MINIMUM FUNDING 
STANDARDS AND MPPAA'S CHANGES 

Before ERISA, the Internal Revenue Code#'and implementing 
regulations required employer contributions sufficient to pay 
for a plan's normal cost and interest on any unfunded actuarial 
liability. The normal cost is that part of the present value4 

311 plan year is the 12-month fiscal period for which plan rec- 
ords are kept. A specific plan year's designation is based on 
the calendar year in which the plan year begins. For example, 
plan years beginning on any day from January 1, 1981, to Decem- 
ber 31, 1981, would be designated as plan year 1981. 

4The current worth of a future sum, discounted at a specific 
rate of interest using a mathematical formula (see glossary for 
an expanded definition). 

2 
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of plan benefits and expenses attributed to a specific year. 
The actuarial liability is that part of the present value of 
plan benefits and expenses that is attributed to previous 
years. The unfunded actuarial liability is the excess of a 
plan's actuarial liability over its assets. 

Congress8ional concern about the ability of plans to pay 
promised benefits resulted in ERISA's minimum funding standards, 
which are administered and enforced by the Department of the 
Treasury's Interqal Revenue Service (IRS). These standards re- 
quired that annual employer oontributions to a plan be suffi- 
cient to pay for normal cost and interest on any unfunded ac- 
tuarial liability and also systematically pay off (amortize) the 
unfunded liability over specified periods. To the extent that 
the funding standards would result in increased plan assets, the 
potential cost to the insurance program would be lessened. 

Also before ERISA, multiemployer plans in financial diffi- 
culty could unilaterally reduce benefits or impose further re- 
strictions on eligibility for benefits to achieve a better bal- 
ance between plan funding and promised benefits. Under ERISA, 
however, the Secretary of the Treasury had to approve any bene- 
fit reductions. This limitation reduced the ability of multi- 
employer plans to deal with financial distress. 

ERISA established PBGC to administer the insurance program 
provisions. Those provisions called for an appointed trustee, 
either PBGC or an independent party, to administer plans that 
terminated without enough assets and to pay certain levels of 
promised benefits. Asset insufficiencies of a plan were to be 
financed first by collections from the plan's contributing em- 
ployers (employer liability). Such collections, however, were 
limited to 30 percent of an employer's net worth. The remaining 
asset insufficiencies were to be financed from insurance pre- 
miums paid to PBGC by ongoing plans. 

ERISA initially gave PBGC discretionary authority to guar- 
antee benefits for multiemployer plans, with mandatory coverage 
to begin after December 31, 1977. At that time, however, there 
was considerable public and congressional concern over the 
potentially large liability to the insurance program from termi- 
nating multiemployer plans. Public Law 95-214, passed Decem- 
ber 19, 1977, extended the discretionary insurance coverage 
date. It also mandated that PBGC analyze the multiemployer plan 
insurance program and submit a report to the Congress by July 1, 
1978. 

PBGC's study showed that the combined effect of various 
ERISA provisions made termination attractive to employers con- 
tributing to some multiemployer plans. For example, PBGC 
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reported that the termination of some plans could be less expen- 
sive than plan continuation because each employer's liability at 
plan termination was limited to 30 percent of his net worth. 

PBGC estimated in its report that plans experiencing finan- 
cial difficulties could cost the insurance program billions of 
dollars. Further, the report stated that to cover that cost, 
multiemployer plans could have to pay an annual insurance pre- 
mium of up to $80 per participant, as compared to the 5O-cent 
premium per participant then authorized by ERISA. PBGC believed 
that such enormous costs would threaten the financial soundness 
of the insurance program and place an undue burden on continuing 
plans through excessively high premiums needed to maintain the 
self-sufficiency of the insurance fund. Accordingly, PBGC rec- 
ommended changes to ERISA's provisions covering multiemployer 
plans. 

The Congress subsequently enacted MPPAA, which incorporated 
many of PBGC's recommendations. MPPAA's amendments included 
changes to the Internal Revenue Code's minimum funding standards 
for multiemployer pension plans. MPPAA also changed maximum em- 
ployer liability from 30 percent of net worth at plan termina- 
tion to 100 percent of a proportio'nate share of the unfunded 
liability upon the employer's withdrawal from the plan. Under 
MPPAA, the PBGC insurance program helps plans pay benefits when 
plan assets are depleted (the plan becomes insolvent}. Upon 
plan insolvency PBGC is to provide financial assistance in the 
form of a loan so the plan can pay its benefits. Plans must 
repay such loans on reasonable terms that are consistent with 
PBGC regulations. 

MPPAA changed ERISA's minimum funding standards by (1) re- 
ducing the maximum number of years allowed under the regular 
funding provisions to pay off certain parts of a plan's unfunded 
actuarial liability (amortization requirements) and (2) estab- 
lishing new provisions for identifying financially distressed 
plans and requiring them to meet special funding provisions 
(plan reorganization). 

PBGC recommended the reduced amortization periods because 
the regular funding provisions allowed too much time--40 years 
in some cases --to fund benefit obligations. PBGC explained that 
inflation might impel employee representatives to press for im- 
proved benefits, even though employment of plan participants 
might decline markedly because of changes in consumer demand, 
technology, foreign competition, or shifts to workers not parti- 
cipating in the plans. PBGC concluded that these conditions 
could result in a plan not having enough assets to pay its bene- 
fits. 



PBGC recommended the plan reorganization program because 
even reduced amortization periods may not adequately improve the 
financial condition of some plans. 

DETERMINING AND ACCOUNTIN FOR 
MINIMUM FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

ERLSA requires pension plan actuaries to determine, through 
periodic valuations, minimum requirements under the regular 
funding provisions. Actuaries are persons trained to be expert 
in pension pl‘an financing. ERISA set out general requirements 
for actuarial valuations of plan assets, liabilities, and con- 
tributions. In this regard it created an account, called the 
funding standard account, for keeping track of these amounts and 
for determining whether plans are meeting minimum funding re- 
quirements. 

ERISA requires actuarial valuations at least every 3 years. 
Valuations involve actuarial assumptions about future conditions 
affecting pension cost, including investment earnings, mortality 
rates, compensation levels, and employee turnover. Actuaries 
must use ERISA-approved actuarial cost methods to compute mini- 
mum funding requirements. 

The funding standard account shows whether a plan is meet- 
ing the regular funding requirements by providing a cumulative 
comparison of actual and required employer contributions. If 
actual contributions have exceeded the minimum required, the 
account will show a credit balance (funding surplus). If less, 
the account will show a funding deficiency. ERISA specifies the 
items to be charged and credited to the account to determine 
whether plans are meeting the regular funding requirements. The 
funding standard account and how it works are discussed in more 
detail in appendix I. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

MPPAA requires us to (1) study the effects of its provi- 
sions on participants, beneficiaries, employers, employee 
organizations, and other parties to multiemployer plans and 
(2) report the results to the Congress by June 30, 1985. 

Because of the work's magnitude and the complex issues in- 
volved, we separated the study into segments and are issuing a 
series of reports on multiemployer plans. This report, which 
addresses the effects of MPPAA's provisions designed to 
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strengthen plan funding, is one in a series of reports.5 To 
address the funding provisions' effects, we focused our efforts 
on determining 

--the effects of faster amortization on a plan's unfunded 
aetuarial liability under the regular funding provisions, 

--the reasomnableness of the reorganization provisions for 
identifying financially distressed plans, and 

--the provisions' effectiveness in stabilizing or improving 
distressed plans' financial condition. 

We developed a single data base for all segments of our 
study to have a common frame of reference for all analyses and 
to minimize the impact of our study on multiemployer plans and 
associated parties. The data base covered a randomly selected, 
stratified sample of 149 multiemployer plans with 100 or more 
participants and included data collected from those plans. 

To help conduct the mandated study, MPPAA gave us the right 
to examine any information in the possession or control of the 
plan administrator or sponsors that we believed pertinent to the 
study. MPPAA, however, prohibited us from publicly disclosing 
the identity of any individual in presenting the information 
obtained. Therefore, information is presented in this report in 
a manner designed to protect against disclosing the identity of 
any individual. We conducted our work in accordance with gener- 
ally accepted government auditing standards. 

Plans covered bu review -------------1- L-----l 

The 149 stratified-sample plans had about 3.5 million par- 
ticipants and were selected from plans administered in 14 states 
and the District of Columbia. We chose those jurisdictions be- 
cause the multiemployer plans administered in them covered over 
70 percent of participants in all multiemployer plans and had 
diversity by industry, geography, and size--from large nation- 
wide plans to small localized plans. 

5Multiemployer Pension Plan Data Are Inaccurate and Incomplete ---3-1- I- -L----L-L-L----~-------~-----~--------~------ .-.1-m 
(GAO/EIRD-83-7, Oct. 25, 19821, Assessment of Special Rules "-'s.-w..e.M.""..~m.--' ".l"-".L'~m.- 

,Ex~~pti~g,E@_oyers Withdra_wizg-From Multie_mp_l_oyer Pension 
g?ans From wlthd~~~~i-~il1?ty 7%%~~~=%&1, M~~-i~~-i884), 
an?! 

-'-'------'-----~-T-------- 
Incomplete Participant Data Affect Reliability of Values ---mm .m-L-lm.~----' '-L"7--'---L-'----7---I -I--l-L-l- 

Placed by Actuaries on Multiemployer Pension Plans 7~~~~-~~-~a=5~7-~~~~~-~~-i~~~~.-- --...-1...11...-----1- 
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PBGC's July 1981 file of insurance premium payers showed 
that, nationwide, 2,298 plans with about 8.4 million partici- 
pants paid multiemployer premiums in plan year 1979. The 2,298 
plans included 374 with fewer than 100 participants each. We 
excluded these smaller plans from our study because they ac- 
counted for an extremely small number (abo'ut 13,800) of multi- 
employer plan participants and, in all probability, a small 
number of contributing employers. 

In plan year 1979, the 149 sample plans and their partici- 
pants repres'ented about 

--7.7 percent of the 1,924 total multiemployer plans with 
100 or more participants and about 42 percent of the 
8.3 million participants reported by the 1,924 plans and 

--11.7 percent of the 1,276 multiemployer plans with 100 or 
more participants being administered in the geographic 
areas covered by our review and about 56 percent of the 
6.2 million participants reported by the 1,276 plans. 

The 149 plans included the 16 plans with the largest number 
of participants and another 30 plans randomly selected from a 
universe stratum of plans that appeared to be experiencing fi- 
nancial trouble based on our preliminary analysis. We compared 
the 149 stratified-sample plans, stratified by size and primary 
industry, with the similarly stratified total of 1,276 plans 
with 100 or more participants administered in the geographic 
areas covered by the review. Based on this comparison, we be- 
lieve that the 149 plans reasonably represent the population 
sizes and industries common to multiemployer plans listed in 
PBGC's files as being administered in the study geographic 
areas. However, our sample selection techniques, which were 
designed to provide adequate data for evaluating the effects of 
the different MPPAA provisions, may have somewhat biased our 
plan sample toward less well-funded plans. However, we believe 
that the findings in this report generally represent the types 
and significance of effects of MPPAA's changes to plan funding 
requirements. 

The tables in appendix II provide more information on the 
sample, study geographic areas, and total plans by size and 
industry. 

Review of plans 

Our fieldwork was performed from March 1982 through Febru- 
ary 1983. We obtained available plan financial, actuarial, 
and characteristic data for 5 plan years--l977 through 1981-- 
from plan officials but did not verify the accuracy of those 
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data. However, where data items appeared inconsistent with 
other data, we attempted to resolve inconsistencies and made 
appropriate changes, Primary data sources were (I} Annual 
Return/Report of Employee Benefit Plan (Form 5500) with accom- 
panying Actuarial Information (Schedule B), (2) periodic actu- 
arial valuation reports, and (3) annual audit/financial reports. 

We computerized much of the data obtained and used computer 
techniques to analyze the data. We performed a lOO-percent 
verification of the computerized data to ensure that we recorded 
them accurately. We also tested our computer programs and pro- 
cedures to ensure the reliability of our analyses. 

We interviewed plan administrators, actuaries, and union 
and contributing employer representatives to obtain information 
on plan funding. We also reviewed applicable legislative pro- 
visions, related legislative history, and implementing regula- 
tions and discussed them with IRS and PBGC officials. 

Evaluation of MPPAA's chanqes 
to plan funding standards 

Our methodology for evaluating the effects of MPPAA's 
changes to multiemployer plan funding standards is summarized 
below. Additional information on the methodology is included 
in the other report chapters. 

Faster amortization requirements 

To assess the impact of MPPAA's shorter periods for amor- 
tizing unfunded actuarial liability amounts under the regular 
funding provisions, we analyzed funding standard account data 
obtained from the 149 sample plans. We identified plans subject 
to the new requirements and, where applicable, computed annual 
plan costs6 using the new, shorter amortization periods for 
comparison with costs associated with the old periods and total 
annual contributions to assess the significance of the increase. 
We also developed overall data on the plans' financial condition 
and, with assistance from our actuaries, estimated the annual 
and long-term effect related to the new amortization require- 
ments. 

6As used in this report, annual plan costs are those costs that 
have to be paid by current year employer contributions or 
offset by funding surpluses. Also see glossary. 
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Plan reorganizatim provisions 

To determine the effec'ts of the reorganization provisions, 
we (1) evaluated the financial condition of the 149 plans to 
identify those we believed to be financially distressed, (2) ap- 
plied the provisions to the sample plans, and (3) compared the 
results of these two efforts to determine if the reorganization 
provisions will accomplish their objectives of identifying 
financially distressed plans and improving their financial 
condition. 

We used a two-step approach to independently identify the 
distressed plans in our sample. The first step was to eliminate 
from further study plans that appeared not to be distressed 
based on their performance against four indicators of financial 
health (see pp. 21 and 22). In the second step, our actuaries 
made a detailed assessment of each remaining plan's financial 
condition. Chapter 3 includes more information on our screening 
procedures and detailed plan analyses. 

MPPAA describes the reorganization provisions broadly and 
provides for the Secretary of the Treasury to prescribe more 
definitive regulations. An IRS official in the Office of Chief 
Counsel, responsible for developing regulations, told us in 
February 1985 that, although regulations addressing the reorgan- 
ization provisions are being developed, they will not be issued 
until the middle of 1985 or later because of regulation workload 
and the learning, drafting, and processing time required for 
regulations on complex matters. The absence of implementing 
regulations required us to assert various criteria and evalua- 
tion techniques based on our interpretation of MPPAA's reorgani- 
zation provisions and discussions with IRS and PBGC officials. 

MPPAA delayed the effective date of the reorganization pro- 
visions for most plans, and only a small number of sample plans 
were legally required to meet the provisions at the time of our 
review. Therefore, our evaluation of the provisions is based on 
our application of them and plan information available at the 
time of our review as if the provisions were in effect for all 
149 plans. 

To determine which of the 149 plans would be identified as 
financially distressed by the reorganization provisions, we 
(I) developed a draft formula for applying the provisions using 
the types of actuarial data that plans report to IRS annually, 
(2) obtained IRS comments on the draft formula, and (3) compared 
the results of the formula's application with the application of 
the provisions hy plan actuaries, where documented. 
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Based on our discussions with IRS, we refined the formula 
and the data used in applying it to obtain more precise results 
and to achieve consistency among the various elements comprising 
the formula. We believe that our formula yields the most accu- 
rate results reasonably obtainable for evaluating MPPAA's dis- 
tressed plan identification provisions using readily available 
plan data. 

A detailed explanation of the formula and its development 
is included in appendix III. Because the formula was developed 
in advance of IRS regulations for applying the reorganization 
provisions, it should not be used to determine the legal re- 
organization status of a plan under MPPAA. 

To evaluate the effects of the funding requirements for 
distressed plans, we applied them to sample plans that were 
identified as distressed by the reorganization provisions and 
determined whether those plans would have to increase contribu- 
tions and, if so, by how much. We made only general estimates 
of the provisions' effects beyond the first year because (1) a 
number of assumptions were required and (2) no actual plan cal- 
culations were available for comparison or analysis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MPPAA"S REQUIREMENT TO PAY 

PLAN UNFUNDED LIABILITY FASTER 

SHQIWLD HAVE FEW SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS 

ON PLANS AND EMPLOYERS 

MPPAA reduced the number of years (amortization periods} 
over which certain changes in a plan's unfunded actuarial li- 
ability (pension costs allocated to prior years not covered by 
assets) can be paid under the regular funding provisions. This 
change was intended to help maintain the financial health of 
multiemployer plans generally and keep financially weak plans 
from getting weaker. Our review of a 149-multiemployer-plan 
sample showed that the shorter payment periods may eventually 
cause an increase in the annual required contributions for most 
plans. However, such increases should not significantly affect 
the plans' financial condition or employers contributing to the 
plans. More specifically, we found that 

--the annual cost increases resulting from the shorter 
amortization periods generally should be small in rela- 
tion to total annual plan costs (about 1 percent ini- 
tially and 5.5 percent in the long term) and 

--actual employer contributions have generally exceeded 
previous funding requirements to an extent adequate to 
cover, at least initially, increased amortization costs 
caused by the shorter payment periods. 

ERISA AND MPPAA AMORTIZATION REQUIREMENTS 

Two primary cost components --normal cost and payments on 
unfunded actuarial liability-- are generally produced under 
ERISA-approved actuarial cost methods used to determine annual 
minimum required employer contributions (annual plan costs) 
under the regular funding provisions. Normal cost is that part 
of the present value of future plan benefits and expenses allo- 
cated by the cost method to the actuarial valuation year,1 
whereas actuarial liability is that part attributed to service 
in previous years. The unfunded actuarial liability is the ex- 
cess of the actuarial liability over the value of plan assets. 

'The year for which an actuary determines a plan's normal cost, 
actuarial liability, value of assets, and related present 
values. 
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To help ensure plan financial health, BRISA established 
maximum periods over which plans could amortize (pay for) vari- 
ous elements comprising an unfunded actuarial liability, as 
follows: 

--40 years for unfunded past service liabilities. Such li- 
abilities are common in defined benefit pension plans and 
can arise in several ways. For example , participants are 
frequently given credit, at plan inception, for years of 
earlier service. Similarly, benefit increases after plan 
establishment are often made retroactive for service 
before the amendment increasing benefits. 

--30 years for changes in the unfunded actuarial liability 
resulting from actuarial assumption changes. Actuaries 
sometimes change assumptions to bring actuarial estimates 
more in line with actual plan experience or revised plan 
expectations. 

--20 years for actuarial gains and losses. These are de- 
creases or increases in the unfunded actuarial liability 
that occur when the actual experience of a plan differs 
from the expected experience. 

PBGC considered the 40-year period too long for amortizing 
the past service liabilities because too much can happen in that 
time to produce plan asset insufficiencies. MPPAA reduced the 
period to 30 years for past service liability increases result- 
ing from plan establishment or amendment after September 26, 
1980. MPPAA also reduced the period for amortizing actuarial 
gains and losses recognized after that date from 20 to 15 years. 
Appendix I gives a more detailed explanation of how amortization 
requirements are applied in determining funding requirements 
under the regular funding provisions. 

AMORTIZATION INCREASES USUALLY SMALL IN 
COMPARISON TO TOTAL ANNUAL PLAN COSTS 

Our review of the 149 sample plans showed that almost all 
of the plans used cost methods that produced elements of un- 
funded liability that, if increased, would have to be paid 
faster under MPPAA's shorter amortization periods. Although we 
found that such increases in liability could be significant, the 
related increases in total annual plan cost due to faster amor- 
tization would be relatively small. 

All approved cost methods produce a normal cost and an ac- 
tuarial liability. Some methods do not produce an unfunded li- 
ability amount because their actuarial liability is set equal to 
plan assets. under these methods, all plan costs in excess of 
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assets are paid through annual allocations to normal cost. of 
the 149 sample plans, 4 used one of these cost methods to pay 
for plan costs and, therefore, would not be affected by MPPAA's 
shorter amortization periods. 

The other 145 plans used cost methods that produce unfunded 
liability cost elements subject to the shorter amortization 
period, but only 22 plans had net unfunded liability increases 
in plan year 1981 that resulted in increased annual plan cost.2 
The unfunded liability increases for the 22 plans totaled over 
$863 million and ranged from about $139,000 to $300 million. 

Although the unfunded liability increases were significant 
in some cases, they resulted in relatively small increases in 
annual plan costs for the 22 plans. The combined annual amorti- 
zation cost increase for the 22 plans was about $5.2 million. 
This increase was less than 1 percent of their total annual plan 
costs of about $619 million. As a percentage of total annual 
plan cost, the increases ranged from 0.07 percent for one plan 
to about 3.4 percent for another. 

As plans continue to incur increases in unfunded liabili- 
ties, the amounts subject to MPPAA's faster payment requirements 
could become significant. For example, the latest available in- 
formation showed that the total unfunded liability to be amor- 
tized by our 145 sample plans was about $19 billion. Neverthe- 
less, considering the size of the unfunded liability and the 
total annual cost of our sample plans, the annual increase to 
amortize such large amounts faster should be small. 

In 1981, past service benefit increases accounted for about 
97 percent of our sample plans' increases in unfunded actuarial 
liability. Using a 6-percent interest rate (the rate actuaries 
of our sample plans most frequently used to determine annual 
plan costs) and assuming that a plan's total unfunded liability 
resulted from past service benefit increases, the increase in 
annual amortization cost to pay for the liability in 30 rather 
than 40 years would be about 9 percent. This increase would be 
greater for interest rates below 6 percent and smaller for in- 
terest rates above 6 percent. 

20f the 145 plans, 27 had net unfunded actuarial liability in- 
creases during plan year 1981 subject to MPPAA's faster amor- 
tization periods. Seven of the 27 plans also had actuarial 
gains. Actuarial gain amortization amounts are an offset (re- 
duction or credit) to annual plan costs. The gain amortization 
amounts completely offset annual amortization cost increases 
for 5 of the 27 plans, leaving 22 plans with net annual cost 
increases resulting from the faster amortization periods. 
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The significance of the amortization cost increase is 
diminished when compared to total annual plan cost. The primary 
reason for this is that normal cost, a principal cost component, 
is not affected by the shorter amortization periods. For the 
145 sample plans subject to the shorter amortizatio 
the normal cost component averaged about 40 percent 

g periods, 
of total 

annual plan costs. Adding to the above assumptions the awump- 
tion that normal cost makes up 40 percent of total annual plan 
costs, the g-percent annual amortization cost increase is re- 
duced to about 5.5 percent. 

To illustrate, the following table shows the differences in 
plan cost between the 30- and 40-year amortization periods under 
the above conditions for a plan that has $10 million in unfunded 
liability, all of which is the result of past service benefit 
increases. 

Difference Between 30- and 40-Year 
Amortization of Unfunded Liability 

Amortization Normal 
period cost 

Tatal 
Amortization funding 

cost requirement 

-------------(thousands)------------------ 

30 years $418 $685 $1,103 
40 years 418 627 1,045 

Increase 0 $ 58 $ 58 
- - 

Percent increase 0 9.25 5.55 
4 - 

-I-- 

We discussed the potential effect of the shorter amortiza- 
tion periods on plan funding with the actuaries of our sample 
plans. Of the 146 plan actuaries who expressed views, 145 said 
that the shorter periods would have no or a minor effect and one 
said the effect would be moderate. 

3This percentage ranged rather widely for our sample plans. 
About three-fourths (109) of the plans had normal costs between 
31 and 75 percent of annual costs, For these plans, the even- 
tual annual amortization cost increase would range between 2.3 
and 6.2 percent. 
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EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS GENERALLY 
ADEQUATE TO COVER INITIAL 
AMORTIZATION COST INCREASES 

Employer contributions for a plan year that exceed annual 
plan costs create funding surpluses. These surpluses can be 
used in later years to offset higher annual plan costs. There- 
fore, plans that experience increases in annual costs because of 
MPPAA's shorter amortization periods do not have to raise em- 
ployer contributions unless the increases cannot be absorbed by 
existing funding surpluses. We found that surpluses for the 
145 sample plans examined are generally adequate to cover, at 
least initially, the higher annual plan costs resulting from 
faster amortization. 

Almost all plans have a funding surplus 

All but 1 of the 145 sample plans using actuarial cost 
methods that made them subject to MPPAA's shorter amortization 
periods had a funding surplus. The latest funding standard ac- 
count information available to us for plan year 1981 or earlier 
showed that the account surpluses of the 144 plans covered from 
0.2 to 745 percent of annual plan costs. 

Eighty-eight percent of the plans had funding surpluses 
sufficient to cover at least 25 percent of plan costs based on 
plan year 1981 or earlier data available when we reviewed the 
plans. The surpluses of the 144 plans totaled about $2.4 
billion, ranged from about $5,000 to over $800 million, and 
averaged $16.7 million. The following table shows the 
percentage of annual plan costs for the 145 plans covered by 
surpluses. 



Percent of Annual Plan Costs 
Covered by Account Surpluses 

P 

Percent of annual 
plan costs covered 

by surplusesa 

0 
1 to 24 

25 to 49 
50 to 99 

100 to 199 
200 to 299 
300 to 399 
400 to 499 

500 and over 

Total 

Number of 
plans 

1 
16 
17 
31 
44 
13 
12 
5 
6 

145 
- 

Percent of 
plans 

0.7 
11.0 
11*7 
21.4 
30.3 

9.0 
8.3 
3.5 
4.1 

100.0 

aBased on plan year 1981 or earlier data available 
when plans were reviewed. 

Funding surpluses are adequate 
to cover cost increases 

Considering funding surpluses, there was little initial 
effect on employer contributions required for the 22 plans that 
had annual plan cost increases during plan year 1981 because of 
the faster amortization periods. The increases ranged from 
about $2,000 to $1.7 million. Assuming no future benefit in- 
creases, the funding surpluses of 21 of the 22 plans were ade- 
quate to cover their individual plan year 1981 cost increases 
for at least 7 years. 

Further, 17 of the 21 plans had surpluses sufficient to 
cover the annual cost increase until the total unfunded liabil- 
ity increase is paid. For example, one plan adopted a benefit 
improvement that increased its unfunded liability in plan year 
1981 by about $27 million. This plan had a funding surplus of 
about $24 million, which was more than enough to cover its 
annual $156,000 amortization cost increase that would total 
about $4.7 million over the 30-year amortization period. 

For the plan with no funding surplus, the $945,000 increase 
in annual plan cost caused by MPPAA was substantial when viewed 
alone. However, employer contributions necessary to pay for 
this increase were less than 1 percent of the plan's annual 
cost. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

MPPAA reduced the numb8er of years for amortizing certain 
changes in multiemployer plan unfunded actuarial liabilities to 
help maintain the financial health of plans generally and keep 
financially weak plans from getting weaker. The initial effect 
of these new requirements on the 149 sample plans has been neg- 
ligible. Of the sample plans, 145 used actuarial cost methods 
that recognized cost elements subject to the faster payment per- 
iods. Nevertheless, the increases in annual plan cost due to 
the provisions were generally small in relation to total annual 
plan cost. Further, cost increases for most plans were covered, 
at least initially, by existing funding surpluses. 

As time passes, a larger proportion of unfunded liability 
for individual plans may have to be paid faster. If so, the 
annual amortization cost increase due to the faster payment will 
be greater. However, when compared to the size of the unfunded 
liability being amortized and total annual plan costs, the in- 
crease should be relatively small. 

In summary, although the shorter unfunded liability payment 
periods may raise most plans' annual costs, the relatively small 
increases should have little effect on employers initially be- 
cause of existing funding surpluses. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FINANCIALLY DISTRESSED MULTIEMPLOYER 

PENSION PLANS PRESENT A SIGNIFICANT RISK 

TO THE INSURANCE PROGRAM 

The potentially large liability that even a few financially 
distressed multiemployer plans could place on ERISA'S multi- 
employer insurance program was a major consideration in MPPAA's 
changes designed to reduce that risk. We found that the con- 
cern was valid. Our analysis of the financial condition of 
149 multiemployer plans showed that most were not financially 
distressed at the time of our review. As shown by the illustra- 
tion on the following page, however, some plans with a large 
number of participants and significant amounts of generally in- 
surable unfunded vested benefits1 were, in our judgment, finan- 
cially distressed--that is, they could not withstand further 
financial deterioration without posing a substantial risk to the 
insurance program. 

The $3.7 billion in unfunded vested benefits of the 14 dis- 
tressed plans, which were generally covered by the insurance 
program, was about 149 times the insurance program's assets 
available at the end of fiscal year 1983 to guarantee additional 
claims. Further, some of the 135 plans that were judged to be 
in adequate financial condition were nevertheless weak and may 
become distressed if their financial conditions deteriorate 
further. 

IA plan must provide that participants will, after meeting cer- 
tain requirements, retain a right to the benefits earned, or 
some portion of them, even though their service with the em- 
ployer stops before retirement. Participants who meet such re- 
quirements are said to have a vested (nonforfeitable) right to 
benefits. Vested benefits is synonymous with the term "vested 
liability'* as defined in ERISA. Unfunded vested benefits are 
the excess of the present value of total vested benefits over 
plan assets. 
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Sample Plans in Adeqwte an,d Distres8slad Fkancial Condiition anId: the Participants and 
Unfunded VasrrPded Benefiits in Each Categ~orya 

Distressed plans 

Adequate plans 

Distressed plans 

Adequate plans 

Participants 

DIstressed plans 

Adequate plans 

aBecause our plan sample may have been somewhat blased towards less well-funded plans, the percent of sample plans we 
fudged to be flnanccally dtstressed, If applied to the universe of plans, may overstate the number of multlemployer plans that 
are dlstressed. 

METHODOLOGY WE USED TO MEASURE 
PLAN FINANCIAL CONDITION 

The financial condition of multiemployer plans is complex 
and difficult to measure. Although several measures can be used 
to identify plan financial strengths and weaknesses, pension 
experts have not agreed on uniform measures for determining 
plans' financial condition. Further, actuaries have emphasized 
that no single measure is appropriate for determining and com- 
paring the financial condition of groups of plans--multiple 
measures are needed. 

During the legislative development of MPPAA, financial dis- 
tress was attributed to plan characteristics indicating that a 
plan may not be able to meet benefit payments in the long term 
(become insolvent). In describing its recommendations for re- 
vising ERISA's multiemployer provisions, PBCC pointed out that 
plans with large unfunded benefits relative to contributions as 
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a result of past benefit setting and funding practices, contri- 
bution base declines,2 or poor investment experience may not 
avert cash-flow prob'lems. 

Plan characteristics indicating financial trouble include a 
high number of retirees relative to working participants, a low 
level of assets relative to annual benefit payments, and a low 
cash flow (income relative to expenses). PBGC expressed parti- 
cular concern about the adverse impact of contribution base de- 
clines resulting from changes in consumer demand, technological 
advances, or foreign competition. Regardless of the reason, the 
effect is the same-- a smaller base of working employees has to 
support an increasing number of retired workers. According to 
PEGC, plans facing this problem would have difficulty in in- 
creasing employer contributions to pay for unfunded benefits 
because large increases could pose an unreasonable hardship on 
employers and result in plan termination. 

PBGC, in conducting its multiemployer plan insurance pro- 
gram study mandated by Public Law 95-214, used multiple measures 
of financial eondition for identifying financially troubled 
plans and for estimating the risk that these plans presented to 
the insurance program. The PBGC criteria included three finan- 
cial indicators with assigned minimum values. Plans that met 
any one of the three minimum values were not considered a poten- 
tial risk to the insurance program. A plan was considered a 
potential risk (because it could terminate without enough assets 
to pay guaranteed benefits) under PBGC's criteria, if its 

--total retired and separated vested participants3 were 
more than 34 percent of total plan participants, 

--assets were less than 5.6 times annual benefit payments, 
and 

--assets were increasing by less than 2.6 percent annually 
as a result of income exceeding expenses. 

2To fund a multiemployer plan, participating employers are 
generally required, as specified in the collective bargaining 
agreement, to contribute a certain amount or percentage (con- 
tribution rate) for each unit of employee production (contribu- 
tion unit). Contribution units are expressed in such terms as 
hours worked, tons produced, or wages earned. A plan's contri- 
bution base is the total of contribution units. 

3Basically, separated vested participants are those participants 
who are not receiving or earning plan benefits but who have a 
vested right to future benefits based on previous plan partici- 
pation. 
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Recognizing the difficulty of measuring plan financial 
condition, especially in identifying distressed plans, we used a 
two-step approach. In the first step, using a screening ap- 
proach similar to the one PBGC used in its study, we eliminated 
plans that appeared not to be distressed. In the seeondl step, 
our actuaries assessed in detail the remaining plans' financial 
conditions to determine which were distressed. 

Procedures used to screen plans 
not distressed from further study 

The screening procedure we developed and applied to all 
sample plans used four financial condition indicators with pre- 
determined minimum values for each. Under this procedure, plans 
that did not meet at least three of the four minimum indicator 
values were considered possibly distressed. 

Although we considered several indicators commonly used to 
assess the financial condition of pension plans, our actuaries 
selected the following indicators for the screening process: 

--Assets to benefit payments because it measures the extent 
to which plan assets are available to pay benefits if 
contributions were to cease. 

--Assets to vested benefits because it measures the extent 
to which benefits owed and guaranteed at certain levels 
by the insurance program are covered by assets. 

--Income to expenses because it shows the current rate of 
asset growth or decline. 

--The number of working participants to other participants 
(generally retirees) because it measures a plan's ability 
to generate employer contributions. 

Other reasons for selecting these indicators include their rela- 
tive insensitivity to varying actuarial methods, their stability 
over time, their usefulness in comparing different plans, and 
the availability of data needed for making the calculations. 

To develop and ensure the reasonableness of our screening 
procedure, we considered various minimum indicator values, in- 
cluding those discussed in actuarial literature and used by PBGC 
in addressing the subject of pension plans' financial health. 
We also considered the sample plans that had indicator values 
falling below minimum values. Our actuaries set indicator mini- 
mum values at levels that, in the aggregate, they believed best 
indicated adequate financial condition if a plan met three or 
more of the values. The minimum value set for each of the indi- 
cators was 
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--assets at least six times annual benefit payments, 

--assets at least 50 percent of vested benefits, 

--total annual income at least 1.75 times total annual 
expenses, and 

--working participants at least two times the number of 
other participants. 

Because of the long-term nature of pension plan funding, our ac- 
tuaries viewed plans with only one indicator below the minimum 
value as having adequate overall financial strength. As of the 
time of our review, we believe these plans did not pose a signi- 
ficant risk to the ERISA insurance program. 

To compute the indicator values, we used data from each 
plan's latest valuation year. Plan data for a valuation year 
are more complete and reliable because a plan's actuary reviews 
actuarial estimates based on changing plan conditions and antic- 
ipated future experience. Using data available in nonvaluation 
years would result in using different years' data to compute the 
financial indicator values. We found that mixing such data 
could produce values which may not be indicative of a plan's 
financial condition in a particular year. Additional informa- 
tion on the financial indicators we used and the relative posi- 
tion of our 149 sample plans for each indicator is included in 
appendix IV. 

Actuarial assessment of -I--7--'--7-"---------- 
possibly dlstressed plans --,..--I -1111---1-11 11-m 

Our actuaries made a detailed assessment of the financial 
condition of the sample plans that were not identified as in 
adequate financial condition by the screening procedure. Based 
on their assessment, they made a judgment about which plans were 
financially distressed in that they could not withstand further 
financial deterioration without posing a substantial risk to the 
insurance program. 

The assessment included a review of financial information 
and actuarial valuations for all available plan years from 1977 
to 1981. Our actuaries considered the four financial indicators 
used in the screening procedure, and their values over time; the 
plans' recent history of benefit increases and contribution 
levels; industry trends; and employer withdrawals from the 
plans. They also considered changes in the number of working 
and retired participants, assets and the extent to which they 
covered retirees' vested benefits, and the ratio of annual con- 
tributions to annual benefit payments. Information used in the 
assessment was drawn from plan financial and actuarial reports; 
plan reports filed with IRS; and interviews with plan actuaries, 
administrators, employers, and union representatives. 
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SCREENING PROCEDURE SHOWED MOST 
PLANS NOT FINANCIALLY DISTRESSED 

Applying the screening procedure to the 149 sample multi- 
employer plans and analyzing the results showed that 120 plans 
with about 2.7 million participants and about $6.2 billion in 
unfunded vested benefits were in adequate financial condition at 
the time of our review. These plans, unless exposed to continu- 
ing adverse financial events-- such as persistent or severe 
industry declines-- should be able to meet benefit obligations in 
the long term. However, the screening procedure indicated that 
the remaining 29 of the 149 plans with about 773,000 partici- 
pants and about $4.5 billion in unfunded vested benefits were 
possibly in financial distress. Our actuaries' detailed assess- 
ment of the 29 plans' financial condition is discussed later in 
this chapter. 

Of the 120 sample plans that were in adequate financial con- 
dition, 84 exceeded all four minimum financial indicator values, 
31 exceeded three of the four values, and 5 had purchased annui- 
ties from insurance companies to cover retiree benefits. Many 
of the 115 plans (84 plus 31) that met at least three of the 
minimum values appeared very strong financially. For example: 

--95 (83 percent) of the plans had assets sufficient to 
cover, without further contributions, current levels of 
benefit payments for 10 or more years and 

--64 (56 percent) of the plans had 80 percent or more of 
their vested benefits funded. 

Of the 31 plans that met all but one of the minimum indica- 
tor values, 6 had less than 50 percent of their vested benefits 
funded, 3 had annual income less than 1.75 times expenses, and 
22 had fewer than two working participants for every other par- 
ticipant. We found that reliable screening values could not be 
computed for the five plans that had purchased annuities to 
cover retiree benefits because the financial data reported by 
the plans did not reflect annuity values. Our analysis of the 
effects of the plans' annuity purchases showed the plans to be 
in good financial condition. 

The table below summarizes the number and percentage of 
minimum indicator values met by the 149 plans and the unfunded 
vested benefits and number of participants for plans in adequate 
financial condition and those possibly distressed. 
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Number of Minimum Indicator Values -----l------------r---------,------ 
Met by -O.&-w- the 149 Sample Plans 111.-o---1-1-- --1---e... 

Financial Number of Number Percent Unfunded 
category minimum of of 
of plans values met em..- 11-e --1--...1111 plans mm.-- plans 11-w 

Adequate 
condition 4 84 56 

3 31 21 
5a 3 -I- -I 

120 I..._ 2,o 

Possib IlY 
distressed 2 10 7 

1 7 5 
0 12 8 -.m..w. --I 

29 m-w 20 --I 

Total 149 100 

vested Partic- 
benefits -I-LII.aI .9?.E?&z 

(billions) (thousands) 

$ 3.395 2,168 
2.773 559 
...2.,w..m. 057 10 -1_1.m.- 

6.225 -II-L 2,737 -I- 

.680 100 
1.303 431 
2.546 242 -wew-1 1-e-_1 

4.529 773 --.-.-mm --1-m 

$10.754 3,510 

aReliable minimum indicator values could not be computed for 
these plans because the financial data reported by them did 
not reflect the values of annuities purchased to cover re- 
tiree benefits. Our analysis of plan circumstances showed 
these plans to be in good financial condition. 

_I--IIII----LI1I---I----LII----l------------------------ 

The adequate financial condition of most of the sample 
plans is further demonstrated in the following table. The table 
shows that, for the 144 plans (115 plus 29) for which indicator 
values could be reliably computed, the median values of plans 
identified in adequate financial condition were more than twice 
as high as those identified as possibly distressed. 
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Median Indicator Valuesfor 144 Sampled Plans 
Identified as in Adequate and Possibly 

D~istre~ssed Financial Condition 

Median value for: 
115 plans in 

adequate Our 
Financial 29 possibly financial minimum 
indicator distressed plans condition value 

Assets to benefit 
payments 5.03 15.17 6.00 

Assets to vested 
benefits .39 .87 .50 

Income to expenses 1.37 3.19 1.75 

Working to other 
participants 1.57 3.38 2.00 

ACTUARIAL ASSESSMENT OF POSSIBLY 
DISTRESSED PLANS SHOWED SOME 
FINANCIALLY DISTRESSED AND OTHERS WEAK 

Based on their assessment of the 29 plans identified by the 
screening procedure as possibly distressed, our actuaries judged 
14 plans to be financially distressed. These plans covered 
about 638,000 participants and had unfunded vested benefits of 
about $3.7 billion. Although the other 15 plans were judged to 
be in adequate financial condition, many of them were finan- 
cially weak. The 15 plans covered about 136,000 participants 
and had unfunded vested benefits of about $819 million. 

Financially distressed plans 

The 14 plans our actuaries identified as financially dis- 
tressed had characteristics and circumstances that, when con- 
sidered in the aggregate for each plan, contributed to their 
poor financial condition and put them in the distressed cate- 
gory l Generally, the plans exhibited poor funding progress, 
negative or weak cash flow, and poor or modest contribution 
bases. More specifically: 

--In the aggregate, the assets of the 14 plans covered only 
22 percent of their vested benefits. Twelve of the plans 
were less than 50 percent funded, and 8 of the 12 had 
funded less than 32 percent of their vested benefits. 
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--lo of the 14 plans had about one or less working partici- 
pant for every other participant, and the number of work- 
ing participants was declining in 13 of the 14 plans. 
The other plan had no working participants. 

--8 of the 14 plans had assets sufficient to cover, without 
further contributions, annual benefit payments for about 
4 or fewer years. The assets of 7 of the 14 plans were 
declining at an annual rate ranging from about 2 to about 
9 percent, and the assets for only 1 of the other 7 plans 
were growing at a rate greater than 6 percent. 

--9 of the 14 plans had a poor annual cash flow ranging 
from less than $1 to $1.25 of income for each dollar of 
expense. The other five plans had weak cash flows rang- 
ing from $1.32 to $1.52 of income for every expense 
dollar. 

Selected financial indicators are listed for each of the 14 
plans in appendix V. 

At the end of fiscal year 1983, PBGC reported assets of 
$24.97 million available in its fund for guaranteeing additional 
claims of insolvent multiemployer plans. The $3.7 billion in 
unfunded vested benefits of the 14 financially distressed plans 
was about 149 times greater than these assets. The significance 
of this liability and the effect it could have on the insurance 
fund emphasize the need to improve the financial condition of 
distressed plans. 

Most other plans in adequate 
but weak financial condition 

Our actuaries judged the other 15 plans to be in adequate 
financial condition at the time of our review. These plans were 
somewhat stronger financially than the 14 plans they judged to 
be financially distressed. For example, none of the 15 plans 
had a negative cash flow, only 1 had assets of less than four 
times annual benefit payments, all but 1 had funded over 30 per- 
cent of their vested benefits, and only 1 had fewer working par- 
ticipants than other participants. 

Many of the 15 plans, however, had several weak financial 
areas. For example, the number of working participants was on 
the decline in most of the plans, assets were growing at a low 
rate or declining for about half of the plans, and over half of 
the plans had less than two working for every other participant. 
However, where plans had one or more weak financial areas, they 
had strengths in other areas that offset them. 
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For example, one plan had fewer working 
other participants. This condition suggests 

participants than 
that the plan could 

have difficulty generating contributions to pay for its vested 
benefits, which were only 52 percent funded. On the other hand, 
the plan had a rather high cash flow--$1.85 of income for every 
dollar of expense and an annual asset growth of 3.3 percent. 
Further, working participants were growing at an annual rate of 
about 8 percent; and the plan's assets, without further contri- 
butions, were adequate to cover almost 6 years of benefit pay- 
ments. 

Although our actuaries judged these plans to be in adequate 
financial condition, they believed that many could become dis- 
tressed if their financial conditions deteriorate further. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although 135 of the sample plans were in adequate financial 
condition, 14, with a large amount of unfunded vested benefits, 
were financially distressed and could pose a substantial risk to 
their plan participants and the multiemployer insurance program 
if their financial condition is not improved. Further, some of 
the plans that are in adequate financial condition show signs of 
financial weakness and could pose a risk to participants and the 
insurance program if their financial conditions deteriorate fur- 
ther and the deterioration is not checked. MPPAA's reorganiza- 
tion provisions were designed to reduce such risk, and our 
evaluation of those provisions is discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

REORGANIZATION BRQ~VISIOMS WILL NOT REQUIRE 

CKJST DISTRESSED PLANS TO INCREASE OR MAINTAIN 

EFFO'RTS TO IMPROVE, FINANCIAL CONDITION 

MPPAA established plan reorganization provisions to reduce 
the significant risk that financially distressed plans pose to 
ERISA's insurance program and the security of participants' 
benefits. The plan reorganization concept recognizes that 
financially distressed plans need to be identified and "take 
action" (generally increase employer contributions) to improve 
their financial condition unless such action places too great a 
hardship on employers financing the plans. Such a hardship 
could result in plan termination because of employers withdraw- 
ing from the plan. 

Under the provisions, a plan is identified as financially 
distressed if annual plan cost under the regular funding provi- 
sions is not enough to pay for unfunded benefits, which are 
generally guaranteed by the insurance program, at a special 
funding rate. The special rate becomes the employer contribu- 
tion goal for plans identified as distressed. The provisions 
contain built-in relief features to help prevent contribution 
increases from placing a financial hardship on employers, in- 
cluding authority for XRS to waive increases. 

We found that, generally based on sample plan circumstances 
at the time of our review, the reorganization provisions would 
not have ,identified and required a higher contribution level 
than normally required to fund annual plan cost for 5 of the 
14 plans we believe were distressed (see ch. 3). Four of these 
five plans were receiving contributions about 4 to 32 percent 
greater than the annual plan costs. 

We also found that, for all but one of the nine plans iden- 
tified, the provisions would have required contributions greater 
than the annual plan cost under the regular funding provisions. 
For five of these plans, however, the highest amount that would 
have been required was 8 to 34 percent lower than employers were 
contributing. 

In summary, the provisions would not have identified some 
of the 14 distressed plans or precluded most of them from reduc- 
ing rather than increasing financial contributions. Considering 
the significant adverse impact distressed plans can have on the 
insurance program, we question whether these plans should be al- 
lowed to substantially reduce contributions. Rather, we believe 
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that plans, as a minimum, should maintain contribution levels 
more in line with what they are receiving unless this presents 
an undue financial hardship on employers. 

We identified a way that should result in the reorganiza- 
tion provisions identifying more distressed plans and requiring 
more plans identified to either increase contributions or main- 
tain them at a level closer to what the employers were contrib- 
uting. Changing the provisions, however, could result in some 
plans that are in adequate financial condition being identified 
as distressed and required to increase contributions. Whether 
or not the reorganization provisions are changed, the contribu- 
tion increase relief features, such as IRS' authority to waive 
increases, should help to prevent unduly burdensome increases on 
employers. 

THE REORGAEJIZATION PROVISIONS 
AND WHEN PLANS HAVE TO COMPLY 

The concept of plan reorganization is one of several 
changes to ERISA that PBGC recommended in February 1979 based on 
the results of its congressionally mandated study of termination 
insurance for multiemployer plans. The concept recognizes that 
financially distressed plans need to "take action" to restore a 
sounder balance between promised benefits and plan funding to 
reduce the risk of plan insolvency and termination, which could 
adversely affect ERISA's multiemployer insurance program and 
participants' benefits. Apparently, the purpose of the provi- 
sions was to generally require plans to improve their financial 
condition by increasing contributions and/or reducing benefit 
increases. 

The provisions set out criteria for identifying distressed 
plans. A plan is identified as distressed if its annual cost 
under the regular funding provisions is not adequate to pay for 
unfunded vested benefits, which are generally guaranteed by the 
insurance program, at a special funding rate called the vested 
benefits charge. The provisions also establish employer con- 
tribution requirements for distressed plans identified. The 
highest employer contribution amount that can be required by the 
provisions is generally the special funding rate. According to 
a PBGC official, the special rate was established based on 
PBGC's information on financially troubled plans. 

The provisions provide for (1) reducing the special funding 
rate to help prevent an unreasonable increase in employer con- 
tributions which could result in plan termination if employers 
withdrew from th'e plans and (2) increasing the special rate to 
further ensure plan solvency. 
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The reorganization provisions, their purpose and effective 
date, and how the effective date affected our review are dis- 
cussed below. 

Purpose of the provisions 

The purpose of the reorganization provisions' was to require 
plans, at least generally, to take action to improve their fi- 
nancial condition by increasing contributions or reducing bene- 
fit increases. In May 1979, PBGC explained that its plan re- 
organization recommendations ". . . will require additional 
contributions, whenever the ordinary funding standards are in- 
adequate to assure long-term solvency." The Bouse Com@ttee on 
Education and Labor explained, in House Report 96'-8'69c#'Part I, 
dated April 2, 1980, that: (#J 

"A plan in reorganization would be required to take 
action to restore a sounder balance between benefits 
and funding. This could be done by increasing contri- 
butions to meet a special funding standard to ensure 
plan solvency, or by reducing recent benefit in- 
creases." 

Further, the joint explanation of the multiemployer plan 
amendments by the Senate Committees on Finance and on Labor and 
Human Resources (printed in the Congressional Record dated 
July 29, 1980) stated that 

n the purpose of plan reorganization is to re- 
q;i;e'a multiemployer plan facing financial difficul- 
ties to take corrective action to stabilize or improve 
its financial condition. Generally, reorganization 
would (1) prevent plans in financial distress from 
funding new past service liabilities over unreasonably 
long periods of time and (2) require plans with severe 
financial difficulties to raise contributions." 

Provisions for identifyinq 
distressed plans 

A plan is identified as distressed (in reorganization) if 
its vested benefits charge (the special funding rate) is more 
than its annual plan cost. For example, if a plan's vested 
benefits charge was $5.1 million and its annual plan cost was 
$5 million, the plan would be in reorganization. MPPAA refers 
to the difference between the two amounts as the "reorganization 
index."' 

The reorganization provisions define the vested benefits 
charge as the sum of the amounts needed to pay (amortize), in 
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equal annual installments, the plan's unfunded vested benefits 
(vested benefits less assets) over a period of (1) 10 years for 
the portion attributable to plan participants receiving benefit 
payments (retirees) and (2) 25 years for the portion attribut- 
able to all other (generally working or active) plan partici- 
pants. 

The provisions allow plans to determine the vested benefits 
charge using actuarial valuation data for a "base plan year" 
which generally may be (1) the last plan year ending before the 
start of the existing collective bargaining agreement or (2) the 
current plan year. In any event, the valuation data must be 
adjusted for subsequent plan changes that affect the charge 
amount. The purpose of these base plan year provisions is to 
enable plans to avoid going into reorganization unexpectedly 
during the term of a collective bargaining agreement. 

The annual plan cost, which MPPAA calls the "net charge to 
the funding standard account," is the amount of annual employer 
contributions that would be required to meet the regular funding 
provisions if prior year funding surpluses or deficiencies were 
not taken into account. As shown in appendix I, funding sur- 
pluses decrease and funding deficiencies increase required 
annual contributions under the regular funding provisions. 

A more detailed explanation of the distressed plan identi- 
fication provisions and how we applied them is included in 
appendix III, 

Special contribution requirement 
for distressed plans 

Under the reorganization provisions, plans must meet a spe- 
cial employer contribution requirement (minimum contribution 
requirement) for each year they are in reorganization. This 
contribution requirement is the greater of the plan's vested 
benefits charge or cash flow (solvency) amount, adjusted to re- 
flect certain conditions. The cash flow amount is the excess of 
annual plan benefit payments plus administrative expenses over 
plan assets. Because few plans are unable to pay benefits,1 
the adjusted vested benefits charge is generally the highest 
contribution requirement under the provisions. 

The adjustment to the vested benefits charge and cash flow 
amounts, if any, can include (1) an increase to help pay for any 

'As of December 1983, PBGC was providing financial assistance to 
two multiemployer plans whose assets were not sufficient to pay 
benefits due. 
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added normal cost Icost attributable to current plan year) due 
to benefit improvements adopted by the plan while in reorganiza- 
tion and (2) a special decrease (overburden credit) available to 
plans with the burden of financing the benefits of more retirees 
than active participants. 

In addition to the overburden credit, the provisions con- 
tain other relief features intended to prevent required contri- 
bution increases from posing a hardship on employers which could 
result in plan termination. The highest contribution require- 
ment discussed above may be decreased by reducing plan partici- 
pants' benefits that are not eligible for guarantee by the 
insurance program. However, benefits earned through plan provi- 
sions adopted before March 27, 1980, cannot be reduced. 

Further, the provisions limit a plan's special contribution 
requirement in any single year to the greater of the current 
year's annual plan cost determined under the regular funding 
provisions or 107 percent of the prior year's annual plan cost 
(107 percent phase-in rule). The annual plan cost amounts are 
to be increased by certain amounts to help pay for added plan 
costs due to benefit improvements adopted by the plan while in 
reorganization. These provisions are to prevent significant 
contribution requirement increases while ensuring that contribu- 
tions required are increased by 7 p'ercent a year until the 
highest contribution requirement under the provisions is ulti- 
mately met or the plan is no longer in reorganization. 

For example, assume that a plan is identified as distressed 
by the reorganization provisions and that its annual plan cost 
under the regular funding provisions for last year was $1,000 
and for this year is $1,050. Also assume that the plan's 
highest or ultimate contribution requirement under the reorgani- 
zation provisions is $1,300 and that no benefit increases are 
involved. Considering these circumstances, the plan's contribu- 
tion requirement under the phase-in rule would initially be 
$1,070 ($1,000 + 7 percent) and would increase to $1,300 in 
4 years. 

Also, ERISA allows IRS to waive (defer) part or all of a 
distressed plan's contribution requirement if the requirement 
creates a substantial business hardship on 10 percent or more of 
the employers contributing to the plan and if the waiver would 
not be adverse to the interests of plan participants. According 
to ERISA, IRS, in granting such a waiver, shall consider whether 

--the employers are operating at an economic loss, 

--the businesses or industry concerned is experiencing 
substantial unemployment or underemployment, or 
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--the industry's sales and profits are depressed or 
declining. 

An IRS official told us on December 4, 1984, that although 
IRS had received multiemployer plan requests for funding waivers 
in the past, no requests have been received under MPPAA's re- 
organization funding provisions. Furthermore, readily available 
information shows that IRS approves about 80 percent of requests 
for funding waivers. 

Effective date of the provisions 

MPPAA's reorganization provisions become effective for a 
plan in the first plan year beginning on or after the expiration 
of the collective bargaining agreement in effect when MPPAA was 
enacted but not later than the plan year beginning on or after 
September 26, 1983. As shown in the following table, most of 
the 149 plans covered by our review did not have to meet the 
provisions until plan year 1983 or 1984. 

Plan Year in Which the 149 Sample Plans Had to 
Meet the Reorganization Provisions 

Plan year 

1980 and 1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 

Total 

Number of Percent of 
plans plans 

26 17 
32 22 
39 26 
52 35 

149 iaa 
- - 

During the time our fieldwork was performed--March 1982 
through February 1983--plan year 1981 information was the latest 
available. As shown above, 26 (17 percent) of the 149 sample 
plans were subject to the reorganization provisions during plan 
year 1981. According to plan officials, details on the applica- 
tion of the provisions were available for only 6 of the 26 
plans. 

Because of the (1) relatively small number of the 149 plans 
subject to the provisions in 1981, (2) limited information 
available on its application, and (3) probability of only a 
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small number of those subject to the provisions being finan- 
cially distressed, we decided that it was too early to evaluate 
the effects of the provisions. Therefore, we based the evalua- 
tion on our application of the provisions and plan information 
available at the time of our review as if the provisions were in 
effect for all 149 plans. 

FIVE OF 14 DISTRESSED SAMPLE PLANS --------------------l--ll--ll-LII- 
WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED BY ---I--LI-LL--II---I-------------- 
MPPAA REORGANIZATION PROVISIONS II-III-I-II--1II-L-I----------- 

Identification of financially distressed plans is the first 
step to ensuring that their financial condition is improved and 
the risk to the insurance program is reduced. We applied the 
distressed plan identification provisions to the 149 sample 
plans and identified 9 plans as distressed. All 9 plans (64 
percent) were among the 14 sample plans we independently identi- 
fied as distressed (see ch. 31, and they accounted for 96 per- 
cent of total participants and unfunded vested benefits for the 
14 distressed plans. However, the provisions did not identify 
the other five distressed plans (36 percent) because their 
vested benefits charges, determined under the reorganization 
provisions, were not high enough to exceed their annual plan 
costs under the regular funding provisions--the condition neces- 
sary for a plan to be identified as financially distressed. 

These five distressed plans had 24,000 participants, and 
their $137 million in unfunded vested benefits was about 5.5 
times PBGC's assets available at the end of fiscal year 1983 to 
pay claims for benefits guaranteed by the multiemployer insur- 
ance program. 

The following table shows the number of plans and par- 
ticipants and the amount of unfunded vested benefits of the 
14 sample plans we believe are financially distressed that 
application of the reorganization provisions did and did not 
identify as distressed. 
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II---I--I--L-1III-I1----------------------------------------- 

Unfunded 
Plans 11--11-1-11--... 

Number Percent 
111-1--111 Participants II---- vested benefitI 

Number 
...--LII--I-L-..mI" 

Percent Amount -I......-- Percent -L--l-l .a.----- mm...-...-- I----- 111---- 

(thousands) (millions) 

Identified 9 64 614 96 $3,573.1 96 
Not identi- 

4 137.4 4 -I . ..-- -mm II- .s.-----.m. -II 

100 $3,710.5 100 

The nine distressed plans identified by the MPPAA provi- 
sions had vested benefits charges that exceeded annual plan 
costs from 1 to 54 percent and an average of 18 percent. Con- 
versely, the vested benefits charges of the five distressed 
plans not identified by the provisions averaged 21 percent less 
than annual plan costs and ranged from 3 to 38 percent less. 

The following table shows the percentage that the vested 
benefits charges of the 14 distressed plans were more (in 
reorganization) or less (not in reorganization) than annual plan 
costs. 
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Percent MPPAA's Vested Benefits Charges for the 
17-~i~~~-~~v~~~~~~~i~~-~~-~~~~~~~~ii~ ~~<~~.~~~~ Ir--L-L-L-LI--l---lr---------------- ~--...111w.a-1-- 

Would Have Been More or Less Than Annual Plan Cost ------------------ri-----------------~------------ 

-II---LII-III-II--I------------------------------------------- 

Percent vested benefits charge -1-L-I1-1I-LI1I-II-I--------------- L-l...--- 
Less than plan cost 

Plan --WC.- 
More than plan cost 
(in reoryanization) LLI.maLI.B. 1.".1....m.11...1 (not in reorianization) 1------m-1- LII.m...w-ll- 

1 
2 
3 
4 

6" 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Average 18 21 

54 
38 
18 
17 
13 
11 

7 
5 
1 

3 
12 
18 
36 
38 

MOST DISTRESSED PLANS NOT IDENTIFIED I-II---II----I1I-LL----------------- 
COULD HAVE REDUCED CONTRIBUTIONS --------------------L--ll------------ 

Because 5 of the 14 distressed plans were not identified by 
the reorganization provisions, the regular funding provisions' 
contribution requirement applies. We found that employer con- 
tributions for four of the five exceeded those required to fund 
annual plan cost under the regular funding provisions. 

These four plans, if funding surpluses were disregarded, 
could have reduced employer contributions from about 4 to 
32 percent and still have met annual plan cost. The other plan 
would have had to increase contributions by about 9 percent to 
meet annual plan cost. 

All five of the plans had funding surpluses which can be 
used to meet annual plan cost. These surpluses would have per- 
mitted the four plans that had contributions exceeding annual 
cost to reduce contributions below the level needed to meet 
annual cost. Further, the plan that had current contributions 
9 percent less than annual cost had a funding surplus that ex- 
ceeded the 9 percent. 
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REORGANIZATION PROVISIONS WOULD 
NOT HAVE REQUIRED MOST PLANS 
IDENTIFIED TO MAINTAIN 
EXISTING EMPLQYER CONTRlRWTIONS 

We found that the provisions generally require higher con- 
tributions than the annual plan costs required to be funded 
under the regular funding provisions and that the increases can 
be substantial in some cases. However, five of the nine sample 
plans identified as distressed by the reorganization provisions 
would not have been required, under existing plan circumstances, 
to maintain existing contributions because actual contributions 
would have exceeded, usually by a large amount, the highest con- 
tribution that could be required by the provisions. 

Reorganization provisions would have 
required higher contributions than 
regular funding provisions 

Our analysis showed that the highest contribution that 
would have been required by the reorganization provisions was 
higher than the annual plan costs required to be funded under 
the regular funding provisions for eight of the nine plans iden- 
tified as distressed. The reorganization provisions' require- 
ment would have been higher for seven of the eight plans by an 
average of about 15 percent. The highest reorganization re- 
quirement for the other plan, which had extraordinary circum- 
stances, would have exceeded its annual cost by 275 percent. 
This plan's highest contribution requirement was the result of a 
substantial cash flow requirement to meet benefit payments and 
administrative cost. 

The highest reorganization contribution requirement for the 
ninth plan was 15 percent less than the annual plan cost because 
of a large overburden credit. The plan would have been consid- 
ered overburdened under the provisions because it had more re- 
tired than working participants. 

We also found that the initial reorganization contribution 
requirement, taking into consideration the increase limitation 
provisions (e.g., the 107-percent phase-in rule), would have 
been higher than the annual plan costs for six of the nine plans 
by an average of 13 percent. The initial reorganization re- 
quirement would have been the same as the annual costs for two 
of the other three plans and, because of an overburden credit, 
less for one plan. 

The follow'ing table shows the extent that the initial and 
highest (ultimate) reorganization contribution requirement would 
have been more, the same, or less than the annual plan cost for 
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the nine plans identified as distressed by the reorganization 
provisions. 

Percent Reorganization Provisions' Initial and 
Highest (Ultimate) Wntribution Requirements Would Have 

Been More or Less Than Annual Plan Cost 

Plan 
Initial Highest 

requirement requirement 

----------(percent)---------- 

1 30 275a 
2 6 38 
3 15 18 
4 5 17 
5 12 13 
6 11 11 
7 
8 (15F (l&b 
9 1 

3This plan's highest contribution requirement under the re- 
organization provisions is based on a cash flow amount that 
is substantially larger than the vested benefits charge. 

oThe reorganization provisions' contribution requirement 
was less than the annual plan cost because of a large over- 
burden credit resulting from the plan having more retired 
than working participants. 

Most plans' contributions 
would have already exceeded 
reorganization requirements 

Five of the nine distressed plans identified by the reor- 
ganization provisions would not have been required to increase 
but could have reduced employer contributions by 8 to 34 percent 
and still met the provisions' highest requirement. The average 
reduction would have been about 21 percent. Because the $3.1 
billion in unfunded vested benefits of the five plans could pose 
a significant risk to the insurance program if not paid, we be- 
lieve that the distressed plans should be required to maintain 
(rather than allowed to reduce) contributions unless confronted 
by severe adverse circumstances. 
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The following table summarizes the extent that the five 
distressed plans could have reduced employer contributions and 
still have met the initial and highest reorganization require- 
ments. 

Extent That Five Distressed Plans Could Have 
Reduced Employer Co8ntributions and Still Have Met the 

Initial and Highest Reorganization Requirements 

Plan 
Potential contribution decrease to meet 

Initial requirement Highest requirement 

----------------(percent)-------------------- 

2 43 26 
4 22 13 
5 9 8 
8 34 34 
9 23 23 

Average 26 21 

Existing contributions for the other four of the nine dis- 
tressed plans identified would have had to be increased from 3 
to 125 percent to meet the highest contribution requirement 
under the reorganization provisions. However, due to the single 
year increase limitation provisions, only two of the four plans 
would have had to initially increase contributions by about 
8 percent. The other two plans would not have had to increase 
contributions initially because contributions already exceeded 
the minimum required under the limitation provisions. If plan 
circumstances stayed the same, however, the phase-in rule would 
have helped to ensure that all four plans increase their contri- 
butions until the highest requirement is met. If the highest 
requirement is too burdensome on employers contributing to a 
plan, IRS can waive all or part of the requirement. 

The following table compares the extent that the four dis- 
tressed plans would have had to increase or could have decreased 
employer contributions to meet the initial and highest reorgan- 
ization requirements. 
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Extent That Four Distressed Plans Would Hpve ,,Had 
to Increase or Dqcrease Employer Coqtr$bgtionq,to 

Meet the Initial and Highest Reorganization Requi,raments 

Plan 
Increase (decrease) needed co meet 

Initial requirement Highest requirement 

---------------(percent)---------------- 

1 (22) 125a 

ii 
8 10 

8 
7 (:I 3 

aThis plan's highest contribution requirement under 
the reorganization provisions is based on a cash flow 
amount that is substantially larger than the vested 
benefits charge. 

. 

A HIGHER VESTED BENEFITS CHARGE WOULD 
IDENTIFY MORE DISTRESSED PLANS AND REQUIRE 
THOSE IDENTIFIED TO INCREASE OR MAINTAIN 
A HIGHER LEVEL OF CONTRIBUTIONS 

The complexity of measuring plan financial condition (see 
ch. 3) raises the question of whether procedures, such as pro- 
vided by the reorganization provisions, can be perfected to 
identify all financially distressed plans and assure that they 
improve their financial condition without subjecting plans that 
are not distressed to the provisions. However, because the re- 
organization provisions did not provide a means to identify all 
of those sample plans which, in our opinion, were distressed or 
require most distressed plans identified to maintain existing 
employer contribution levels, we looked for a way to improve the 
provisions so as to achieve these objectives. 

We found that increasing the charges for our sample plans 
by amortizing their unfunded vested benefits attributed to work- 
ing participants over 15 rather than the 25 years now required 
would have 

--identified 11 rather than 9 of the 14 plans we judged to 
be financially distressed and likely result in the other 
plans being identified sooner if their financial condi- 
tion deteriorated further; 
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--required 7 of the 11 plans identified as distressed to 
increase existing contributions to meet the highest eon- 
tribution requirement under the reorganization provi- 
sions; and 

--required the other plans identified, but not required to 
increase contributions, to maintain a higher contribution 
level. 

Further, increasing the vested benefits charge would have 
caused the provisions to identify a few sample plans that were 
financially weak but not distressed. However, none of the plans 
would have been required to increase contributions because their 
actual contributions exceeded the highest amount that would have 
been required under the reorganization provisions. In addition, 
a further increase in the vested benefits charge would have 
identified more plans that were not distressed and could have 
required unreasonable contribution levels for some distressed 
plans.2 

Under MPPAA, the vested benefits charge includes the amount 
needed to amortize a plan's unfunded vested benefits attribut- 
able to working participants over 25 years. We found that in- 
creasing the charge by substituting a 15-year amortization 
period would have identified 11 of the 14 sample plans we judged 
to be distressed rather than the 9 identified using MPPAA's 
25-year period. 

Although 3 of the 14 distressed plans would not have been 
identified by the higher vested benefits charge, they would 
likely be identified sooner if their financial condition deter- 
iorated further. In this regard, the annual plan cost for one 
of the three plans would have exceeded the higher charge by only 
1 percent. The percentage that the other two plans' annual plan 
costs wodld have exceeded the vested benefits charges was re- 
duced from an average of 37 percent under the 25-year period to 
an average of 28 percent under the 15-year period. 

2We also tested the effects of reducing the period for amortiz- 
ing working participants' unfunded benefits over 20 rather than 
25 years. This test showed that a 5-year reduction in the 
period would have little effect on improving the effectiveness 
of the reorganization provisions. 
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The following table shows the percentage that the 14 dis- 
tressed plans' vested benefits charges would have been more (in 
reorganization) or less (not in reorganization) than their 
annual plan costs using both the 15- and 25-year periods for 
amortizing working participants' unfunded vested benefits. In 
all cases, we continued to use MPPAA's lo-year period to amor- 
tize unfunded vested benefits attributed to retired participants 
(see pp. 30 and 31). 

Extent Vested Benefits Charge Would Have Been More or I-L-1I-I---I---LII-L------- 
Less Than Annual Plan Cost 

--""--'--'-"-"L-~-~---- 
for 14 Plans We Identified as 7L-IIm.L'-,mf "1'"""~""'"""-7""'--~---------------~------ 

Distressed if Workiq Participants Unfunded Benefits Were 'l~l-...'-".."‘...m"m.".T".as. --e-1-11 -I--I.s.....-I---I-...LIL 1.w.11...1--1 
Amortized Over 15 Rather Than 25 Years3 II-II-III-l-LI-I---------------------- 

Plan ---I 

Vested benefits charge more 
(less) than annual plan cost . . .."-"..ll~----..m-...l-l-... -m--1-1- 
10/25 year lo/15 year 

amortization amortization -...-1-11---1- --L---L--I-I 
---------(percent)---------- 

1 54 58 
2 38 40 
3 18 25 
4 17 38 
5 13 30 
6 11 21 
7 7 21 
8 5 21 
9 9 

10 A 21 
11 (12 1 

12b (18) A 
13b (36) (27) 
14b (38) (29) 

aPlans with a vested benefits charge higher than 
their annual cost would be identified as finan- 
cially distressed (in reorganization). 

bThese plans would not be identified as distressed 
by either of the sets of amortization periods. 

.1----11--11-111------l-L-ll-ll----------------------------.-------- 



A higher vested benefits charge 
would have required plans to maintain + a higher level of contributions 

The vested benefits charge is a key element in determining 
plan contribution requirements under the reorganization provi- 
sions. As previously pointed out, only four of the nine sample 
plans identified using the MPPAA provisions would have had to 
increase contributions to meet the highest reorganization re- 
quirement. We found, however, that amortizing working partic- 
ipants' unfunded vested benefits over 15 years would have 
required 7 of the 11 distressed sample plans identified to 
increase existing contributions to meet the highest amount 
required by the change. The increases would have ranged from 
3 to 125 percent above their existing contributions and would 
have averaged about 13 percent if the plan with the extra- 
ordinary 125-percent increase was excluded. The plan with the 
12%percent increase would have had the same increase, because 
of its vested benefits circumstances, whether the amortization 
period was 25 or 15 years. 

As under the lo- and 25-year amortization periods, the pro- 
visions limiting single year contribution increases would have 
reduced the impact of increases required. Of the seven plans 
that could have ultimately been required to increase contribu- 
tions under lo- and 15-year periods, only two would have had to 
initially increase contributions --one by 8 and the other by 17 
percent. However, if the increases required would have been too 
burdensome on employers, an IRS waiver of part or all of the 
increases could be requested. 

The following table compares the extent that the seven dis- 
tressed plans would have had to increase or could have decreased 
employer contributions to meet the reorganization requirements 
based on a,higher vested benefits charge. 
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Extent That Seven Distressed Plans Would Have Had 
to Increase or Decrease Employer Contributions 

to Meet the Reorganization Requirements 
Based on a Higher Vested Benefits Charge 

Plan 
Increase (decrease) needed to meet 

Initial requirement Highest requirement 

---------------(percent)---------------- 

1 (22) 125a 
3 (;;I 18 

: i 
6 17 17 
7 (4) 17 

10 (4) 17 

aThis plan's highest contribution requirement under 
the reorganization provisions is based on a cash flow 
amount that is substantially larger than the vested 
benefits charge. 

We also found that the 15-year amortization period would 
have required sample plans identified as distressed, but not re- 
quired to increase contributions, to maintain a higher contribu- 
tion level. For example, three distressed plans identified by 
both the 15- and 25-year periods would not have been required to 
increase contributions by either period. The average percentage 
by which they could have reduced contributions and still have 
met the highest amount required under the 25-year period was 
about 28 percent, whereas the average under the 15-year period 
was about 21 percent. Under the 15-year period, these three 
plans collectively would have been requ,ired to maintain a $17 
million higher annual contribution level than under the 25-year 
period. 

A higher vested benefits charge 
would have identified other plans 
as distressed that were not distressed 

A higher vested benefits charge based on amortizing working 
participants' unfunded vested benefits over 15 rather than 25 
years may identify financially nondistressed plans as being dis- 
tressed. For example, it would have caused three sample plans 
that we believed were in adequate financial condition to be 
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identified as distressed. However, none of the three plans 
would have been required to increase its existing contributions 
because they already exceeded the highest amount that would have 
been required. Even if the provisions should call for such 
plans to increase contributions, they can seek an IRS waiver of 
the increases. 

Although we did not classify the three plans as distressed, 
they had indications of financial weakness. One plan had assets 
sufficient to cover annual benefit payments for 3 years and had 
funded 20 percent of its vested benefits. Another plan's income 
was only 6 percent above its annual expenses, and its assets 
were declining at an average of 3 percent annually. The third 
plan had funded about 35 percent of its vested benefits and had 
7 percent more working participants than retirees. 

Further increasing the vested benefits charge would have 
identified more financially adequate plans as distressed and in- 
creased the contributions required of some of those identified 
to unreasonable levels. For example, we found that amortizing 
both retired and active plan participants' unfunded vested bene- 
fits over 10 rather than 10 and 15 years, respectively, would 
have identified, as a minimum, nine plans as distressed that we 
believe were not distressed. 

Also, seven plans would have been identified as distressed 
and required to increase contributions by either amortization 
method. Based on the straight lo-year amortization, six of the 
seven plans would have had to increase contributions an average 
of 31 percent compared to 13 percent based on the lo- and 
15-year amortization. One plan, previously discussed, was ex- 
cluded because of its extraordinary circumstances. As a spe- 
cific example, one plan would have been required to increase 
contributions by 17 percent under the lo- and 15-year amortiza- 
tion periods. Under straight lo-year amortization, however, the 
plan would have had to increase contributions by 46 percent. 

CONCLUSIONS 

MPPAA's reorganization provisions are intended to reduce 
the risk financially distressed plans pose to the PBGC insurance 
program and plan participants by improving their condition (gen- 
erally by increasing employer contributions) without placing a 
substantial hardship on contributing employers. 

The provisions established a special funding rate for pay- 
ing participants' unfunded vested benefits that are generally 
guaranteed by the insurance program. If a plan's annual cost 
under the regular funding provision does not meet the special 
rate, the plan is identified as distressed. The special rate 
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can become the highest amount of annual employer contributions 
required by the reorganization provisions. However8 the provi- 
sions limit annual increases and provide other waysl such as 
authority for IRS to waive increases, to help prevent placing 
too great a financial hardship on contributing employers. 

The special annual unfunded benefit payment rate, called 
the vested benefits charge, is the sum of the amounts needed 
to pay (amortize) a plan's unfunded benefits attributable to 
retirees and other participants over 10 and 25 years, respec- 
tively. 

The reorganization provisions would not have identified 
several of the sample plans we believe were distressed at the 
time of our review or precluded them from reducing existing con- 
tributions that exceeded annual plan cost under the regular 
funding provisions. The provisions would have generally re- 
quired higher contribution levels than the annual plan cost 
determined under the regular funding requirements for most of 
the plans identified. However, most of these plans were already 
exceeding the required contribution levels. Distressed plans 
with contributions greater than required are not precluded from 
reducing contributions to the required levels. 

Because of the potential impact on ERISA's insurance pro- 
gram, we question whether distressed plans should be allowed 
to substantially reduce contributions. Rather, we believe that 
distressed plans, as a minimum, should maintain contribution 
levels more in line with what they are already receiving unless 
this presents an undue financial hardship on employers. 

Measuring plan financial health and determining contribu- 
tion levels that employers can reasonably maintain are diffi- 
cult. Therefore, we question whether MPPAA's existing reorgani- 
zation provisions can be perfected to identify and require all 
distressed plans to maintain present contribution levels without 
adversely affecting some nondistressed plans or putting too 
great a burden on employers contributing to some distressed 
plans. 

We found, however, that reducing the reorganization provi- 
sions' 25-year period for amortizing the unfunded benefits of 
working participants to 15 years would increase the special rate 
enough to (1) identify more distressed plans and (2) require 
more of them to either increase contributions or maintain cur- 
rent contribution levels. 

We also found that increasing the special rate could result 
in some financially adequate but weak plans being identified as 
distressed and required to increase contributions. In this 



regard, however, the few financially adequate sample plans 
identified were already meeting the highest contribution levels 
that could be required by the special funding rate. Further, 
our analysis showed that, whether or not the special rate is 
changed, the reorganization provisions' contribution increase 
relief provisions, such as IRS' authority to waive increases, 
should help prevent unduly burdensome increases on employers. 

In summary, while it is too early to determine, using em- 
pirical evidence, the effectiveness of MPPAA's reorganization 
provisions, our analysis of sampled plan data shows that the 
provisions are not likely to identify some distressed plans or 
require most of them to take action other than what is already 
being done to improve their financial condition. Rather, most 
distressed plans will not be precluded from reducing existing 
levels of contributions. Because of the potential significant 
adverse impact distressed plans can have on the insurance pro- 
gram, the Congress may want to require distressed plans to take 
further action or maintain employer contributions closer to 
existing levels to help ensure that the plans' financial condi- 
tions are improved. We believe that changing the reorganization 
provisions to require that unfunded vested benefits for working 
participants be amortized over 15 years would help accomplish 
these objectives. 

MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE CONGRESS 

The Congress may want to amend ERISA and the Internal Reve- 
nue Code to require that the vested benefits charge under the 
reorganization provisions be calculated using a 15- rather than 
25-year period for amortizing the unfunded vested benefits of 
plan participants that have not retired. 
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CHAPTER 5 I--LI-l-- 

Copies of this report were provided for review and comment 
to PBGC, IRS, and the Department of Labor--the three agencies 
primarily responsible for carrying out ERISA and MPPAA provi- 
sions. 

By letter dated December 10, 1984 (see app. VII), PBGC 
stated that: 

"Effective minimum funding standards are indis- 
pensable if the insurance programs administered by the 
PBGC are to be financially viable. The GAO study 
serves a valuable purpose by identifying plans that 
pose potential risks to the multiemployer insurance 
program and analyzing the extent to which the current 
minimum funding standards require or fail to require 
sufficient future contributions to restore these plans 
to health. This analysis should be useful to Members 
of Congress who wish to ascertain whether the 1980 
statute is accomplishing its purpose of averting the 
insolvency of weakly funded plans." 

In a letter dated December 12, 1984 (see app. VIII), the 
Department of Labor advised us that it had no comment on the 
report at that time. In a letter dated December 14, 1984 (see 
app. IX), IRS stated that it did not have any specific comments 
on the recommendations contained in the report. 



APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

DE~SCRIPTION OF THE ".m.--v"m--.m...,----".---- 

FUMDIWIG STAMDARD ACCOUNT AND HOW IT WQRKS -L-----L--III-II,u~II-----~-~------------- 

ERISA requires that multiemployer plans maintain a special 
account called the funding standard account to determine whether 
they are meeting the regular minimum funding provisions. The 
account helps accomplish this objective by providing a cumula- 
tive comparison of actual contributions to those required to pay 
for normal cost and the amortization of unfunded actuarial li- 
abilities over certain periods. ERISA specifies the items to be 
charged and credited to the account and provides that regular 
funding provisions are met if actual contributions equal or ex- 
ceed required contributions. 

As shown in the example below, the funding standard account 
charges each plan year include any prior year's funding defi- 
ciency, the normal cost for that year, and an amount necessary 
to amortize the unfunded actuarial liability. The account 
credits include prior years' credit balances, employer contribu- 
tions, and an amount to amortize certain decreases in the un- 
funded liability. The account also includes interest, as appli- 
cable, to the end of the year on both charges and credits. 

Funding Standard Account --1111 I-l..wl---LI--l-ll- 

Charges Credits ..mB."'.w.~-"..m.-- 
?a> Prior yea~-?3~~T~~--'------l7~~ 

----T"---""'ll""-------- 
Prior year 

(b) 

(cl 

(d) 

(e) 

(ml 

deficiency $ 

Normal cost 

Amortization charges 

Interest on items 
(a), (b), and (cl ----mm 

Total charges $ 

Funding deficiency: 
if (e) is greater 
than Cj) $ 

(9) 

(h) 

(i) 

Cj) 

(k) 
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credit balance $ 

Employer 
contributions 

Amortization 
credits 

Interest on items 
(f), (g), and (h) -am....--- 

Total credits $ 

Credit balance: 
if Cj) is greater 
than (e) $ 

“‘1, 1. 
” ‘, ;. 



APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

The funding regulations provide some funding flexibility by 
allowing contributions greater than required by the regular 
funding provisions. Excess contributions can be used to reduce 
the minimum contributions required in future years. For ex- 
ample, a plan with a credit balance (funding surplus) in its 
funding standard account could experience a decline in expected 
contributions during a year and not have a funding deficiency if 
the accumulated credit balance is sufficient to cover the 
decline. 

Although there is generally no maximum limit on the amount 
that an employer may contribute to a pension plan over time, 
ERISA amended the Internal Revenue Code to provide that annual 
contributions that an employer can deduct for federal income tax 
purposes generally may not exceed the lesser of the amount re- 
quired to (1) fund the plan's normal cost plus unfunded actu- 
arial liabilities over 10 years or (2) bring the plan to the 
point where its assets equal or exceed its actuarial liability 
(fully funded). Any amounts contributed by an employer in ex- 
cess of the amount deductible for a given year can usually be 
deducted in future tax years. On the other hand, if actual con- 
tributions do not meet contributions required by the funding 
provisions, the account will show a deficiency. Such a defi- 
ciency is subject to an excise tax of 5 percent, which escalates 
to 100 percent if not paid within 90 days after the Secretary of 
the Treasury mails the plan sponsors a notice of deficiency. 

ILLUSTRATION OF FUNDING STANDARD 
ACCOUNT OPERATIONS 

The following examples of pension plan activities illus- 
trate the operation of a typical multiemployer plan's funding 
standard account for determining whether the plan is meeting 
regular funding provisions. 

Year 1 --Amortization of unfunded actuarial liability 
recognized at plan inception. 

In January 1980, the ABC Union and employers of union mem- 
bers established a pension plan to provide retirement benefits 
for its members. Upon establishment, the plan has an unfunded 
actuarial liability of $1 million due to granting benefits to 
active employees for service before the effective date of the 
plan. Under ERISA, this unfunded liability (called the initial 
unfunded liability) has to be amortized over no more than 40 
years. The normal cost for plan year 1980 is $70,000. The in- 
terest rate used for items in the funding standard account is 
6 percent. At the beginning of the first year, the ABC Union 
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Plan receives employer contributions of $132,700. The plan's 
funding standard account for 1980 will be as follows: 

Charges 
Prior year deficiency $ - 
Normal cost 

(current service) 70,000 
Amortization of 

$1 million initial 
unfunded liability 
over 40 years at 
6% interest 62,700 

Interest 71960 

Total charges $140,660 

Funding deficiency $ - 

Credits 
Prior year credit 

balance $ - 
Contributions 132,700 
Interest 7,960 

Total credits $140,660 

Credit balance $ - 

Year 2 --Amortization of changes in unfunded actuarial 
liability. 

In January 1981, the ABC Union Plan amends the plan to im- 
prove benefits for past and future years of service. The amend- 
ments increase the plan's unfunded actuarial liability by 
$100,000. This increase, in accordance with MPPAA's shorter 
amortization periods, is to be amortized over 30 years starting 
with 1981. The plan's normal cost for benefits is now $75,500. 
Assume a decrease in the unfunded actuarial liability of $5,000 
(an actuarial gain resulting from a higher investment return 
than expected when the 1980 plan estimates were prepared). 
Under MPPAA this decrease has to be amortized over 15 years. 
Also assume that the ABC Union Plan receives employer contribu- 
tions of $166,000 in 1981. All amounts other than interest are 
charged and credited at the beginning of the year. The plan's 
funding standard account for 1981 will be as follows: 
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Charges Credits 
Prior year deficiency $ - Prior year credit 
Normal cost balance $ - 

(current services) 75,500 Contributions 166,000 
Amortization (initial Amortization of 

unfunded liability) 62,700 $5,080 actuarial 
Amortization of $100,000 gain over 15 years 

increase in liability at 6% interest 490 
over 30 years at 6% Interest 9,990 
interest 6,850 

Interest 8,700 

Total charges $153,750 Total credits $176,480 

Funding deficiency $ - Credit balance $ 22,730 

Year 3--Amortization of changes in unfunded actuarial 
liability and a decline in expected employer 
contributions. 

In January 1982, the ABC Union ~Plan's normal cost is 
$76,200. There is an increase in unfunded actuarial liability 
of $10,000 (actuarial loss resulting from an investment loss), 
which is to be amortized over a 15-year period. Employer con- 
tributions in 1981 declined to $130,000 due to an employee 
strike. The plan's funding standard account for 1982 will be 
as follows: 

Charges I Credits 
Prior year deficiency $ - 1 Prior year credit 
Normal-cost 

(current service) 76,200 
Amortization (initial 

unfunded liability) 62,700 
Amortization due to 1981 

increase in liability 6,850 
Amortization of $10,000 

actuarial loss 
over 15 years at 6% 
interest 970 

Interest 8,800 

Total charges $155,520 Total credits $162,410 

Funding deficiency $ - Credit balance $ 6,890 
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Contributions 
Amortization (actu- 

arial gain) 
Interest 

$ 22,730 
130,000 

490 
9,190 
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The ABC Union Plan, as shown in the above examples, builds 
a credit balance in its funding standard account for plan year 
1981 primarily because of higher actual contributions than re- 
quired by the regular minimum funding provisions ($166,000 in 
actual contributions versus $153,750 total charges). This 
credit balance (funding surplus) was more than enough to avoid a 
funding deficiency in plan year 1982 even though contributions 
declined due to a strike. Thus, for each of its first 3 years 
of operation, the ABC Union Plan met or exceeded the funding 
requirement. 
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TABLES COMPARINGc BY INDUSTRY AND PLAN 

PARTICIPANT SPZEl OUR MULTIEMPLOYER PLAN SAMPLE 

WITH TOTAL PLIANS AND PLANS ADMINISTERED IN THE STUDY 

GEO~GRAE'HLC AREA COVERED BY THE SAMPLE 

Table 1 

Comparison by Plan Size of Our Multiemployer Pension 
Plan Sample to Total Plans and Plans Administered in 

the Study Geographic Areaa Covered by the Sample 
with 100 or More Participants" 

Percent of sample 
Plan size Plans plans to 

(based on number Study Total Plans in 
of participants) Total area Sample plans study area 

100 to 999c 1,048 665 41 3.9 6.2 
1,000 to 9,999c 737 505 53 7.2 10.5 
10,000 to 24,999 86 62 23 26.7 37.1 
25,000 and over 53 44 32 60.4 72.7 

Total 1,924 1,276 149 7.7 11.7 
- 

aThe geographic area covered by the sample includes 14 states 
and the District of Columbia. 

bUnless otherwise noted, information obtained from PBGC computer 
records of plans with 100 or more participants paying plan year 
1979 insurance program premiums as of July 1981. 

COne of the plans in this interval had not paid plan year 1979 
premiums as of July 1981 but was included in IRS' records as 
filing a plan year 1979 ERISA annual report (Form 5500). 
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Table 2 

Comparison by Plan,Siae of Participants Covered by 
Our Multiemployer Pension Plan Sample to Total 

Plans and Plans Administered in the Study Geographic 
Areaa Covered by the Sample with 

100 or More Participantso 

Ratio of sample 
participants to 

Plan size 
(based on number 
of participants) 

Participants in 
Study 

participants in 
study 

Total area Sample Total area 
plans plans plans plans plans 

------(thousands)----- ---(percent)--- 

100 to 999c 466 286 5.6 
1,000 to 9,999C 2,249 1,590 l!E 83176 12.3 
10,000 to 24,999 1,331 991 387 29.1 39.1 
25,000 and over 4,311 3,329 2,885 66.9 86.7 

Total 8,337 6,196 3,484 41.8 56.2 

aThe geographic area covered by the sample includes 14 states 
and the District of Columbia. 

bUnless otherwise noted, information obtained from PBGC computer 
records of plans with 100 or more participants paying plan year 
1979 insurance program premiums as of July 1981. 

COne of the plans in this interval had not paid plan year 1979 
premiums as of July 1981 but was included in IRS' records as 
filing a plan year 1979 ERISA annual report (Form 5500). 
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Table 3 

Industry L-11I...... 

Percent of sample 
Plans ...-.-.-glt;;lay--.~~ plans to -...--I --III--L-II 

Total Plans in 
Total area Sample --em... ---em. -I- LI plans 1-11 study area __...I I...--- 

Constructionc 
Manufacturing 
Transportation, 

communication, 
and utilities 

Wholesale and 
retail trades 

Services 
Otherd 

1,001 599 54 5.4 9.0 
267 209 41 15.3 19.6 

132 104 19 14.4 18.3 

270 199 18 6.7 9.0 
166 104 9 5.4 8.7 

88 61 8 9.1 13.1 ..a...--- --...-I 1-3 

Total 1,924 1,276 149 7.7 11.7 
- 

aThe geographic area cqovered by the sample includes 14 states 
and the District of Columbia. 

bUnless otherwise noted, information obtained from PBGC computer 
records of plans with 100 or more participants paying plan year 
1979 insurance program premiums as of July 1981. 

CTwo of the plans had not paid plan year 1979 premiums as of 
July 1981 but were included in IRS' records as filing a plan 
year 1979 ERISA annual report (Form 5500). 

dlncludes plans that could not be classified specifically and 
plans in the agriculture, fishing, and forestry; finance and 
insurance: and mining industries. Plans that could not be 
classified more specifically include those where (1) the em- 
ployers contributing to the plan were not predominantly in- 
volved in one business activity or (2) adequate information was 
not available for determining specific industry classification. 
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Table 4 

Industry Comparison of Participants Covered by Our Mult 
employer Pension Plan Sample to Partiqipants Covered 

by Total Plans and Plans Administered in the Study 
Geographic Aread Covered by the Spmple with 

100 or More Participant@ 

l- - 

Industry 

Participants in 
Study 

Total area Sample 
plans plans plans 

Ratio of sample 
participants to 
participants in 

study 
Total area 
plans plans 

------(thousands)----- ---(percent)--- 

Constructionc 
Manufacturing 
Transportation, 

communication, 
and utilities 

Wholesale and 
retail trades 

Servi es 
Other 8 

2,556 1,820 719 28.1 39.5 
1,674 1,539 1,137 67.9 73.9 

1,643 1,018 747 45.5 73.4 

1,309 923 269 20.6 29.1 
667 462 246 36.9 53.2 
488 434 366 75.0 84.3 

Total 8,337 6,196 3,484 41.8 56.2 

aThe geographic area covered by the sample includes 14 states 
and the District of Columbia. 

bUnless otherwise noted, information obtained from PBGC computer 
records of plans with 100 or more participants paying plan year 
1979 insurance program premiums as of July 1981. 

cTwo of the plans had not paid plan year 1979 premiums as of 
July 1981 but were included in IRS' records as filing a plan 
year 1979 ERISA annual report (Form 5500). 

dIncludes plans that could not be classified specifically and 
plans in the agriculture, fishing, and forestry; finance and 
insurance; and mining industries. Plans that could not be 
classified more specifically include those where (1) the em- 
ployers contributing to the plan were not predominantly in- 
volved in one business activity or (2) adequate information was 
not available for determining specific industry classification. 
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FORMULA m USED FOR APPLYING 

MPPAR'S REO~WGANIZWTION PROVISIONS FOR 

IDENTIFYING FINANCIALLY DISTRESSED PLANS 

The Multiemployer Pension Plan Amendments Act reorganiza- 
tion provisions became effective for all multiemployer plans by 
the first plan year beginning on or after September 26, 1983, 
depending on the collective bargaining cycle. The provisions 
include requirements for determining whether a plan is finan- 
cially distressed. Each plan must apply the provisions annually 
after the reorganization provisions become effective. If appli- 
cation of the provisions shows a plan to be financially dis- 
tressed (in reorganization), the plan becomes subject to special 
rules regarding funding and adjustments to accrued benefits. 

A straightforward comparison of two basic elements deter- 
mines whether a plan is in reorganization, A plan is in reor- 
ganization for any year that its vested benefits charge exceeds 
its net charge to the funding standard account. Determining the 
values of the two charges on a consistent and reasonable basis, 
however, is more complicated. 

The vested benefits charge is the amount needed to amor- 
tize, in equal annual installments, the plan's unfunded vested 
benefits over a period of (1) 10 years for the portion attribut- 
able to persons receiving benefits and (2) 25 years for the por- 
tion attributable to other plan participants, such as those 
still working. The unfunded vested benefits are the value of 
plan participants' nonforfeitable benefits less the value of 
assets. The net charge to the funding standard account is the 
excess of funding standard account charges over credits, exclud- 
ing any prior year funding deficiency or credit balance (funding 
surplus). In this report, the term "annual plan cost" means the 
same as net charge to the funding standard account. Appendix I 
provides a more detailed discussion of funding standard account 
charges, credits, surpluses, and deficiencies. 

MPPAA requires the Secretary of the Treasury to prescribe 
regulations governing implementation of the reorganization pro- 
visions. Because the Secretary had not issued guidelines or 
regulations at the time of our review explaining how the dis- 
tressed plan identification provisions should be applied, we 
(1) developed a draft formula based on MPPAA's provisions and 
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supporting legislative documents for applying the provisions,l 
(2) obtained an IRS official's comments on the draft formula, 
and (3) reviewed the results of plan actuaries' application of 
the provisions. 

Based on these tests and our discussions with IRS, we re- 
fined the formula and data used in computing it to obtain more 
precise results and to achieve consistency among the various 
elements comprising the formula. IRS comments, the results of 
our comparisons, and data refinements are discussed later in 
this appendix. 

We believe that, in the absence of implementing regula- 
tions, the following formula yields the most accurate results 
reasonably obtainable for evaluating MPPAA's distressed plan 
identification provisions using readily available plan data. It 
should be noted that the formula was developed in advance of IRS 
regulations for applying the provisions. Therefore, it should 
not be used to determine the legal reorganization status of a 
plan under MPPAA. 

'The types of data elements used in computing the formula were 
those required to be reported by plan actuaries on the Form 
5500, Annual Return/Report of Employee Benefit Plan, including 
Schedule B. A copy of Schedule B is included in appendix VI. 
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Our Formlafor Appl~MPPJA~sFinanci~y~Lstressed 
PlanIdentiftitionProvigtans 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Present value of vested benefits of participsnts in pay status (retirees and 
beneficiaries) (line 6(d)(i), Scheduk B).a 

Actuarial valus of assets at B of the plan year (lhe 8(b), SchedUle B). 

J3uxss of vested benefits in step 1 over assets in step 2 (enter cmunt only if 
greater than zero). 

Present value of vested bar&its of participants not in pay status (other 
plan participants) (line 6(d)(ii), schedule B).a 

Actuarialvalueofassetsnotusedtooffsetvestedbenefitsofparticipsnts in 
pay status (sccess of step 2 over step 1, if any). 

Excess of vested benefits in step 4 over assets in step 5 (enter ammt only if 
greater than zero). 

vested Benefits charge: l~~anrnrity~paymwtforthestep3am3~, 
plus 25-year anruity due payment for step 6 atrout (interest rate fran 
E 'U(c), col. B, Schedule B: X). 

Normal cost (line 9(b), Schedule B).b 

Amortization charges (line 9(c), schedule B)ob 

Interest charges (line 9(d), Schedule Blob,= 

f+mxUationcredits(line9(h), MmkiLeB)mb 

Net charge to theFukiingStandardfkcount: SJbtractpmluctof stepllamunt 
tines (1 

5 
i/2)) fran smof steps 8, 9, and 10 amnmts and divide the remair&r 

b WV* ,e 

Remganiz%ionIr&x: Step 7 auuuntless step12amunt. (PlimisYnreorgaw 
ization" if reminder is greater than ~ero.)~ 

aAmamtadjusted,asrx?cessary,tofuxrlingstandard account interest rate basis. 

bSchedG Bammtsadjusted, asnecesssry, toremveeffectsof shortfall furxCngmetk.xL 

%%duleBamuntsusedasrepmted. 

dlhnortizationcreditsadjustedto includeone-half year'sinterestufbrtheassumptionthat 
thecreditwasasofmidyear. 

%ivisionby (l+i)nmes the value of "net charge to the funding stamiard accamt" to U-M? 
begimi.ngoftheyear. 

fArefirrxlcalailationwssmade,as appropriate, for planswherestep I.3 sbwxltheplaninor 
nearreorganization. 
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IRS COMMENTS ON OUR REORGANIZATION 
COMPUTATION FORMULA 

In April 1983, we asked IRS to comment on the draft formula 
we planned to use to evaluate the effectiveness of MPPAA's fi- 
nancially distressed plan identification provisions. In May 
1983, the IRS Assistant Commissioner (Employee Plans and Exempt 
Organizations) commented that IRS realized the difficult task 
placed on us to identify plans in reorganization. He commented 
that the Schedule B (Form 5500) type information chosen by us to 
compute the formula is probably the best available data source 
and that our methodology is probably the best that could be 
devised at that time. 

The Assistant Commissioner cautioned, however, that the 
conclusions drawn upon application of this methodology in any 
specific case may be inaccurate. He commented, however, that 
IRS did not have enough information to evaluate whether poten- 
tial errors would significantly influence our study findings. 
In this regard, he pointed out that some data elements on the 
Schedule B may not represent data values (1) for the same year 
or at the same point in time within a year or (2) based on the 
same actuarial assumptions. He made some technical suggestions 
for helping to ensure the consistency and accuracy of our for- 
mula computation and emphasized that his comments were in ad- 
vance of regulations and merely reflect tentative thinking. 

We agree with IRS' comments on the need for data consis- 
tency. As reflected in the footnotes to the formula and discus- 
sions later in this appendix of adjustments made, we have made 
an effort, whenever feasible, to adjust the data for this pur- 
pose. Further, our final plan assessments were based on data 
generated from the plans' latest actuarial valuations available 
to us. The latest valuation year approach was used to help en- 
sure that the most current and reliable data from the same year 
were used in computing the formula. 

We also agree that our formula computation may not always 
have the same results as a plan actuary's application of provi- 
sions. We believe, however, that our formula's results, when 
applied to a large number of plans, are accurate enough in the 
aggregate to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the provi- 
sions in identifying financially distressed plans. In this 
regard, we were able to obtain details on the application of the 
provisions by actuaries of 14 of the 149 plans in our sample. 
These actuaries'. calculations showed three plans to be "in re- 
organization" and 11 plans "not in reorganization." We compared 
our formula's calculation results for the 14 plans with the 
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actuaries' results. The comparison showed that, although the 
dollar values of the computations varied somewhat, the reorgani- 
zation status under both the actuaries' and our calculations 
were the same. 

ADJUSTMENTS MADE TO DATA ELEMENTS 
USED IN APPLYING THE FORMULA 

Multiemployer plan Schedule B (Form 5500) line item amounts 
are often based on different interest rate assumptions and 
points in time. Because these differences can distort the re- 
sults of applying the distressed plan identification provisions, 
our reorganization computation methodology calls for several ad- 
justments to help assure consistent results. The following 
paragraphs provide more detail on the adjustments. The first 
four adjustments discussed were made, as necessary, in computing 
the formula for all plans covered by our review. The fifth ad- 
justment was made, as appropriate, for those plans where the 
initial calculation showed the plan in or near reorganization. 

, 

1. Adjustments for interest rate differences 
(reference formula steps 1 and 4) 

Where plans reported that different interest rates were 
used to value Schedule B vested benefits and funding standard 
account amounts, the vested benefit amounts were adjusted to put 
them on approximately the same interest rate as the funding 
standard account. 

The factors used to make the adjustments are factors or 
derivatives of them used by PBGC to put plan vested benefit 
values on a comparable interest basis. Different factor values 
were used to adjust the vested liability amounts for retirees 
and other participants in each case where adjustments were nec- 
essary. For example, if a plan's vested benefit amounts were 
calculated using an 8-percent interest rate and its funding 
standard account amounts were calculated using a 7-percent in- 
terest rate, we increased the value of vested liability for 
retirees by 6.6 percent and other participants by 10.8 percent. 

This adjustment technique and the factors used may not re- 
sult in values of vested benefits as precise as actuarially de- 
termined amounts. However, we believe the adjustments reason- 
ably approximate the effect of changing the interest rate. 
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2. Adjustments made when sholrtfall funding method used 

The shortfall method is a funding method that adapts a 
plan's underlying funding method to account for plan contribu- 
tions that vary because of differences between estimated and 
actual contribution units. Under this method, the charges to 
the funding standard account are adjusted by the total differ- 
ence between actual and estimated contributions. When actual 
contributions are less than estimated for a year, the difference 
(shortfall loss) is deducted from funding standard account 
charges for the year. When actual contributions are more than 
estimated, the difference (shortfall gain) is added to the 
charges. 

The recognition of the total shortfall gain or loss in a 
single year could put a plan in or keep it out of reorganiza- 
tion because of a temporary variance in contributions. There- 
fore, in those instances where a plan used the shortfall funding 
method in the year covered by the reorganization status computa- 
tion, the charges to the funding standard account were adjusted 
to return them to the plan's underlying funding method amounts. 

3. Computing interest on amortization credit amount 
(reference formula steps 8 through 11) 

The interest credit amount included on line 9(i) of 
Schedule B was not used in calculating the formula because it 
included interest on amounts, such as the prior year funding 
standard account credit balance, which are not relevant to the 
calculation. Instead, a half year's interest was added to the 
amortization credit under the assumption that the credit was 
recognized at midyear. Although the midyear payment assumption 
introduced a small error for those plans making beginning- or 
end-of-year amortization payments, it simplified the initial 
reorganization index calculation. 

2Shortfall funding is a procedure plans can use whereby funding 
standard account charges reported on Schedule B are based on ex- 
pected rather than actual contributions. Any difference repre- 
sents a gain or loss which must be amortized in future years. 
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4. Adjusting fundinq standard account amounts to beginning- 
of-year balance (reference formula step 12) 

The Schedule,B vested benefit amounts are computed as of 
the beginning of the plan year, whereas the charges and credits 
to the funding standard account with interest are as of the end 
of the year. To place these latter amounts at the beginning of 
the year, they were discounted for a full year of interest. No 
provision was included to remove interest charges on prior year 
funding deficiencies because no plans covered by our review had 
reported such deficiencies. 

, 

5. Refinement to initial reorganization index calculation 
(reference formula step 13) 

As noted above, we made certain general assumptions in 
initially calculating the formula for our review plans. These 
assumptions may not always represent individual plan circum- 
stances. Therefore, to assure the most accurate calculation 
results with available information, we reviewed other plan in- 
formation available to us, such as the plans' actuarial reports, 
for all plans shown to be in or near reorganization by the ini- 
tial calculation to ensure that, to the best of our knowledge, 
the data we used represented plan circumstances. 

Further, MPPAA's reorganization provisions allow the value 
of the vested benefits'charge for a plan year to be determined 
using data from that year's actuarial valuation or data from one 
of several preceding years. If the charge is determined using 
data from a prior year valuation, the valuation data are to be 
adjusted for plan changes, such as amendments increasing vested 
benefits that may significantly affect the charge amount. The 
purpose of these "base plan year" provisions is to enable col- 
lective bargaining parties to determine plan reorganization 
status and funding requirements at the time a multiyear collec- 
tive bargaining agreement is negotiated, rather than allow such 
a determination to disrupt the bargaining cycle. 

Under the base plan year provision, a plan's reorganization 
index calculation can be based on adjusted data from years prior 
to the current plan year, depending on the collective bargaining 
cycle. As previously pointed out, we used data from the latest 
valuation year when we reviewed the plans to compute the reorga- 
nization index. Therefore, a plan's legal reorganization status 
may differ from our determination. We believe, however, that 
our use of the most current valuation year data provides the 
most reliable basis for evaluating the reorganization index pro- 
visions with readily available plan information. 
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EXPLANATION OF 11W;DICATO~RS WE. USEND TO IDENTIFY 

PLANS NOT FIMAbKIALLY DISTRESSED AND THEE RELATIVE 

RANKING OF THE SAMPLE PLANS FOR EACH INDICATOR 

As discussed in chapter 3, we used a screening procedure 
consisting of four financial indicators with assigned minimum 
values to identify plans that were not financially dis'tressed. 
We believe that the indicators when used together provide a rea- 
sonable indication of a plan's overall financial condition, but, 
as a general rule, no one indicator should be used to ass8ess 
whether a plan is in good or bad financial condition. However, 
there are instances where a single indicator may show that a plan 
is in good financial condition. For example, a plan may be con- 
sidered in good condition if its assets cover participants' 
vested benefits--100 percent funded. 

The indicators used, reasons why we believe they are good 
measures of plan financial condition, minimum values used for 
each indicator, and the relative ranking of 144 of our 149 sample 
plans for each measure are discussed in the following sections. 
We excluded 5 of the 149 sample plans because they had purchased 
annuities to cover retirees' benefits, and their indicators could 
not be reliably computed. 

ASSETS TO BENEFIT PAYMENTS 

This indicator measures the extent that assets are available 
to continue making annual benefit payments at current levels if 
contributions were to cease or other contingencies arise. We 
used a minimum value of assets at least six times annual benefit 
payments for this measure in our screening procedure. To calcu- 
late the indicator, we used market value (current cash worth) of 
assets at the beginning of the latest actuarial valuation year 
and total annual benefit payments for that year. 

Twenty-two of 144 sample plans (or about 15 percent) had 
assets less than six times annual benefit payments. However, 
about 41 percent of our sample plans had assets equal to or 
greater than 15 times annual benefit payments. This indicates 
a very strong asset reserve position for these plans. The 
following table shows the range of assets to benefit payments 
for the 144 sample plans. 
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Number of Times Assets 
Covered Benefit Paymentsa 

Range 
Number of 
plans 

Less than 3.00 3 2.1 
3.00 to 5.99 19 13.2 
6.00 to 9.99 25 17.4 
10.00 to 14.99b 38 26.3 
15.00 to 19.99 25 17.4 
20.00 and over 34 23.6 

Total 144 
- 

100.0 

Percent of 
plans 

aBased on data from each plan's latest valuation. 

bMedian value is 12.73. 

ASSETS TO VESTED BENEFITS 

This indicator measures the extent to which assets cover 
participants' vested benefits (benefits to which an employee has 
a nonforfeitable right). This indicator shows a plan's attained 
funding level and, for a given plan at a given time, provides a 
reasonable measure of the potential risk to ERISA's insurance 
program which guarantees certain levels of participants' vested 
benefits. The higher this indicator, the lower any potential 
liability to ERISA's insurance program. 

We used a minimum value of 50 percent of vested benefits 
covered by assets in our screening procedure for determining 
whether plans were in adequate financial condition. To calculate 
this indicator, we used vested benefits and actuarial value of 
plan assets based on interest rates used for minimum funding 
standard account transactions in each plan's latest valuation 
year. 

Twenty-seven of 144 sample plans (or about 19 percent) had 
less than 50 percent of their vested benefits covered by assets. 
On the other hand, about 30 percent of the sample plans were over 
100 percent funded. The following table shows, by selected per- 
cent ranges, the extent that plan assets of the 144 sample plans 
covered their vested benefits. 
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Percent That Assets 
Cootmqed Vested Benefitsa 

Percent 
Number of 

plans 

Less than 25 5 3.4 
25 to 49 22 15.3 
50 to 74 43 
75 to 99b 

29.9 
31 21.5 

100 and over 43 29.9 

Total 144 

aBased on data from each plan's latest valuation. 

bMedian value is 77. 

INCOME TO EXPENSES 

Percent of 
plans 

100.0 

This indicator measures a plan's annual cash flow. Plan 
asset growth is indicated when income exceeds expenses, and asset 
depletion is indicated when expenses exceed income. Income of 
1.75 times expenses was the minimum value we used in our screen- 
ing procedure. To calculate the indicator, we used annual income 
from contributions and investment earnings and benefits paid plus 
administrative expenses for each plan's latest valuation year. 

Twenty-nine of 144 sample plans (or about 20 percent) were 
below the minimum value in their latest valuation year. However, 
the income of 43 plans was more than four times plan expenses, 
which indicates strong growth in assets. The income to expenses, 
by selected ranges, is shown for the 144 sample plans in the 
following table. 
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Number of Times Income 
Covered Expenses's 

Range 
Number of 

plans 

Less than 1.00 4 
1.00 to 1.74 25 
1.75 to 2.9gb 51 
3.00 to 3.99 21 
4.00 to 5.99 25 
6.00 and over 18 

Total 144 

aBased on data from each plan's latest valuation. 

bMedian value is 2.82. 

WORKING TO OTHER PARTICIPANTS 

Percent of 
plans 

1% 
35.4 
14.6 
17.4 
12.5 

100.0 

This indicator measures a plant‘s ability to generate em- 
ployer contributions sufficient to meet funding requirements. 
Most multiemployer plans rely upon contributions from or on be- 
half of the active (working) participants to fund not only their 
benefits, but also any retirees' unfunded benefits. A low value 
for this indicator is a sign that the plan may not have the 
ability to increase contributions, if necessary, to adequately 
fund the plan. 

We used a minimum value of two working for every other 
participant in the screening procedure to identify plans with a 
working participant base that may be inadequate to support un- 
funded benefits for retirees. 

Porty-three of 144 sample plans (or about 30 percent) had 
fewer than two working for every other participant in their 
latest valuation year. However, about 25 percent of our sample 
plans had five or more active participants for every other 
participant. The range of working to other plan participants 
for the 144 sample plans is summarized in the following table. 
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APPENDIX IV APPENDIX IV 

LWmber of Working 
td Other Participantsa 

Range 
Number of 

plans 

Less than 1.00 10 6.9 
1.00 to 1.99 33 22.9 
2.00 to 2.9913 31 21.5 
3.00 to 4.99 34 23.7 
5.00 to 6.99 19 13.2 
7.00 and over 17 11.8 

Total 144 
_/i 

aBased on data from each plan's latest valuation. 

bMedian value is 2.89. 
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APPENDIX V APPENDIX V 

SELKTE,D FINANCIAL INDICATORS FOR 29 PLANS 

THAT OUR ACTUARLES AIMLYZED IN DE'TAIL 

Working/ 
ASSetS/ Assets/ other Average annuala 

Plan benefit vested Income/ partici- percent change in 
number payments benefits expenses pants Assets Actives 

Plans judqed financially distressed 

1 0.00 
2 .81 
3 1 l zo 
4 3.26 
5 3.31 
6 3.93 
7 4.35 
8 2.25 
9 4.04 

10 5.03 
11 5.69 
12 4.59 
13 6.12 
14 6.16 

0.01 
.I1 

14 
:31 
.28 
.28 
.26 
.24 
.57 
.48 
.45 
.38 
.64 
.43 

0.93 0.17 
1.33 .oo 
1.16 1.38 

.90 1.00 

.98 .66 
1.36 1.08 
1.18 1.57 
1.38 2.19 
1.07 .75 
1.10 .69 
1.24 .69 
1.52 1.38 
1.25 .64 
1.32 1.05 

Plans judged not financially distressed 

15 3.01 .20 1.60 3.20 20.2 C 

16 5.62 .53 1.06 2.09 -2.9 4.0 
17 5.81 .35 1.56 1.07 -4.5 -2.3 
18 5.81 .31 1.75 2.50 12.0 -4.5 
19 4.14 .33 1.26 2.46 7.6 5.6 
20 4.52 .47 1.35 1.79 4.2 -1.1 
21 6.56 .39 1.47 1.75 16.4 -6.8 
22 4.51 .32 1.75 2.11 10.1 -10.2 
23 5.54 .52 1.85 .91 3.3 7.7 
24 6.84 .62 1.66 1.69 11.6 -8.4 
25 5.75 .45 1.64 3.38 6.8 2.6 
26 5.59 .64 1.50 2.26 1.6 -2.5 
27 7.89 .45 1.92 1.63 13.2 -2.8 
28 7.46 .87 1.37 1.80 -3.3 2.4 
29 10.15 1.02 1.69 1.99 5.4 -0.6 

-964 -a$ 

-2*9 -6.7 
-6.0 -24.4 
-2.4 -9.9 

4.4 -4.0 
4.0 -2.5 
2.1 -2.1 

-4.9 -10.4 
-9.3 -11.1 

2.4 -1.6 
1.4 -3.6 

-5.0 -9.3 
6.7 -9.8 

"Plan years 1976 through 1981, where available. 

bPercent changes do not accurately measure plan conditions 
because of special plan circumstances. 

c-Inadequate plan information available to accurately measure this 
change. 
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APPENDIX VI APPENDIX Vl 

Actuarial lnformat:ion 
This schedule is required to be filed under section 104 of the Employee 
Retirement I~nchme Sacurlty Act of 1974, referred to as ERM. and sec- 
tion &059(a) of the Internal Revenue Code, referred to as the Code. 

W Attach to Forms 55QO. 5500-C, 550&K, or 5500-R if a,pplicaMe. 
alpan to: Public 

thsp&ion 
_^ 

For calendar year 1981 or fiscal pl~a~n year beginnlng , 1981. and ending 
b Please complete evew i&em o#n th#iNs form. If an item does not an&. enter “N/A.” 

,lY . 

k Routi off amrunts tdnearsst d~ollar. 
. . _. 

Name of plan sponsor as shown on thne I(a) of Form 5500,5500-C. 5500-K. or 5500-R 1 Employer identjficatio~n number 

I 
Name of plan 1 f%j;;;;;i 1 j ; 1 Yes / N’o 

1 Has a waiver of a fundIng deficrency for thus plan year been approved by the IRS?. . . . 
If “Yes,” attach a copy of the IRS approval letter. 

2 Is a warved fundmg deftciency of a prior plan year being amortized in this plan year?. . . ___- - 
8 Have any of the penads al amartirrhon lor charges dcscrlbed m Code sectmn 412!a)(2)(8) been extended by IRS . . . . 

If “YES,” attach a copy of the IRS approval letter. mm 

4 (a) Was the shortfall funding method the basis for this plan year’s fundrng standard account computations? . . - - 

(b) Is this plan a multremployer plan which 1s for thks plan year in reorgamzation as described m Code section 418 

or ERISA section 4241! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

If “Yes,” you are requued to attach the information described 6” the instructions. m ?zizz% 

8 Has a change in fundmg method for this plan year been made? . . . . . 
If “Yes,” attach a copy of the information required to show IRS approval. 

6 Operational information: 
(a) Enter most recent actuarial valuation date b .._ __... ______ .._._.. .._......... ..___ ..____.._...__. . ..___ 

(b) Enter date(s) and amount of contributions received this plan year for prior plan years and not previously re ‘orted: 

Date(s) b . ..___________.._...._................................. . .._ ___.., Amount b 

(c) Current value of the assets accumulated in the plan as of the beginning of the plan year . 

(d) Present value of vested benefits as of the begnning of plan year: 

(i) For retired participants and beneficiaries receiving payments . . . . 
(ii) For other participants . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(iii) Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . 
(0) Present value of nonvested accrued benefits as of the beginning of the plan year. . . . 

(f) Number of persons covered (included in the most recent actuarial valuation): 
(i) Active participants . . . . . . . , . . . . , . . . . . , 
(ii) Terminated participants with vested beneftts . . . . . 
(iii) Retired participants and beneficiaries of deceased participants -.z..-L 

7 Contnbutions made to the plan for the plan year by employer(s) and employees: 
(1) 

Month Year An2 pald AmOt!2 paid 
(a) AA? paid 

by emetoyer by employees Month Year Am,,‘2 pad 
by employer by employees 

I I I 
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APPENDIX VI APPENDIX 

Sehadula E (Form 5500) 1981 ~WS 2 
8 Funding standard a~cco~unt and other infarmlation: z%%B%%m 

(a) ACCruMf liabilities a~$ determined for fbnd~in~g standard account as of (enter date) b.... ._________ __ _._..______.. 

(b) Value of assets as determined for fusnding standard account as of (enter date) @ ____._..__ _ ____._I___._____. ___ 

(C) (i) htwerial gains or (losses) for period ending p __.._______..._._____............ . ..____.___....____....~~.~.......~ 

(ii) Shortfar gains or (loeser) for period ending R- ___.._______.. .__._____.._____.___.........~.~~~........ _._ _____ ____ - 
(d) Amount of contribution certified by the a~ctwary as necessary to reduce the funding deficiency to zero. 

Charges to fundling standlard aec~nt: 
(a) Frb year ftmding d~eficicncy, if any. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(b) Employer’s norma’l cost for plan year as of mo. ._______ day ..~ .._. yr. . . ..____ . , . . 

(o) Amortization charges (awtstanding balance as of mo. . . ..____ day _.__..__ yr. __.._... b $ .._. 

(d) Interest as applmicable to enld of plan year on (a), (b) and (c) . . . . . . 
(a) Total charge (add (a) through (d)) . . , . . . . . . . . 

CrecWr to fwndlng &andamrd account: 
(r] prior year credit balance, if any . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 (0 Employer contributions (total from column (b) of item 7) . . . . . . . 

(ii) Employer contributions received this plan year far prior plan years and not previo 
(h) Amortizabon credits (outstansding balance as of mo. ______.. day __....__ yr. ..__.. p $ ________ 

. . . . . . 
usly reported . . 

-...-4 * 
(f) Interest as applicable to end of plan year on (f). (g) and (h) .............. 

0) Other (specify) b.. ...................................................................................................................................... I 
(k) Total credits (add (f) through (j)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Ba~lance: 
(I) Credit balance: if (k) is greater than (e), enter difference ............... 
(m) Funding deficiency: if (e) is greater than (k), enter difference ............. 

10 Alternative minimum funding standard account (omit if not used): 
(a) Was the entry age normal cost method used to determine entries in item 9 above?. ...... 

If “No,” do not complete(b) through (g). 
(b) Normal cost ............................. 
(C) Excess, if any, of value of accrued benefits over market value of assets, .......... 

(d) interest on (b) and (c) .......................... 

(I) Employer contributions (total from column (b) of item 7) ............... 

(9 Interest on (e) ....... ‘: .................... 

. . 0 Yes q No 

I 

(g) Funding deficiency: if the sum of (b) through (d) is greater than the sum of (8) and (f), enter difference. 

11 Actuarial cost method used as the basis for this plan year’s funding standard account computation: 
(a) c] Attained age normal (b) 0 Entry age normal (c) c] Accrued benefit (unit credit) 

00 c] Aggregate 
(13) 17 Other (specify) b 

(e) m Frozen initial liability (f) /-J lndrvidual level premium 

sumptions: 
(a) Rates specified in insur- 

ante or annuity contracts . 
(b) Mortality table code: 

(0 Males . . . . . a 
(ii) Females . . . , . 

(cl Interest rate . . . 

(d) Retirement age . . . 
(e) Expense loading . . . . 

(f) Annual withdrawal rate: 
(9 Age 25 . . . . 
(ii) Age 40 . . . 

(iii) Qe 55 . . . . , 

(9) Ratio of salary at normaf 
retirement to salary at: 

Pm-rettrrmant 

(0 Age 25 . . . . . 
00 Age 40 . . . . . 
liii) Age 55 . . . . . 

(h) ls a statement of actuarial arsumptrons. actuarial funding method, etc., attached? . . . . . . . . q Yes 0 No 

* U.S. MVERnMMl PwmRO MICE : 10*-o-343197 El1430111328 
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APPENDIX VII APPENDIX VII 

!!%R!?!!! Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
1CNh Anwerwy 

:974 1984 2020 K Street, N W, Washington, D C 20006 

Richard L. Fogel, Director 
Human Resources Division 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review a draft copy of 
GAO's report to Congress entitled "The 1980 Multiemployer 
Pension Plan Amendments Act: An Assessment of Effects of 
Plan Funding Requirement Changes." 

Effective minimum funding standards are indispensable if 
the insurance programs administered by the PBGC are to be 
financially viable. The GAO study serves a valuable purpose 
by identifying plans that pose potential risks to the multi- 
employer insurance program and analyzing the extent to which 
the current minimum funding standards require or fail to 
require sufficient future contributions to restore these 
plans to health. This analysis should be useful to Members 
of Congress who wish to ascertain whether the 1980 statute is 
accomplishing its purpose of averting the insolvency of 
weakly funded plans. 

If you have any questions concerning our comments, 
please call or write Thomas Veal, Director, Corporate Policy 
and Regulations Department (611), (202) 254-4833. 

k Executive Director 
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U.S. Departmnt of Labw Offtce of Pension and Welfare Beneftt Programs 
Washington, DC. 20210 

Mr. Richard L. Fogel 
Director 
Human Resources Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Pogel: 

As requested in your letter to Under Secretary Ford dated 

November 4, 1984, the Department has reviewed the draft report 

to Congress entitled, "The 1980 Multiemployer Pension Plan 

Anwmdments Act: An Assessment of Effects of Plan Funding 

Requirement Changes." The Department appreciates the 

opportunity to review this report. However, we have no 

comments at this time. 

Robert A-G. Monks 
Administrator 
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COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE 
Washington, DC 20224 

Mr. William ,I, Anderson 
Director, General Government Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

I appreciate the opportunity to review your draft report 
entitled “The 1980 Wultiemployer Pension Plan Amendments Act: 
An Assessment of Effects of Plan Funding Requirement Changes”. 
The Internal Revenue Service does not have any specific 
comments on the recommendation contained in your report. 

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to comment on your 
draft report. 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely, 

(207359) 
Department of the Treasury Internal Revenue Serwce 
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